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Fire Fighter's
Training School
Being Held Here

Ten Million
Acres Remain
Under Water

The 35th annual Western by hand to the scene of the fire.
By CRAIG AMMERMAN
the southern reaches of the
Kentucky ---Fire --Fighters'
On February 6, 1914, the office
Writer
Associated Press
floodwaters on Friday, damage
Training Association School is of fire chief was filled by N.G.
Ten million acres of Amer- estimates climbed above 8200
being held in Murray today and Hale. Hale was paid 50 cents for
ica's heartland from Wisconsin million: and Arkansas, Louitomorrow, hosted by jhe three days pay to finish out the
covto MissiSsippi remained
siana, Ohio and Wisconsin
Murray Fire Department.
m4,nth. Hale's monthly salary
ered by floodwaters today as joined Missouri. Illinois and
The local fire department is was $5.00.
the swollen rivers of the Mis- Mississippi as declared disaster
also celebrating its 60th anSome of the men who served
sissippi basin forced hundreds areas.
niversary.
the City of Murray as fire
more from their homes.
"I can assure all the people
About 200 people are expected fighters were: Harry Walker,
President Nixon designated who live in the stricken areas
to attend the school, including Karl Frazee, Fred Walker,
states
as
disadditional
assistance
will
four
that full federal
local firemen-and Rescue Squad Charlie
Crawford,
J.M.
aster areas, paving the way for be provided as long as
members. The departments Wheeler, Bob Foster, Jim
quick federal aid and cheap needed," Nixon said in an a,'
from all cities in the western Farmer, Bun Hay, Harry Steed,
federal loans for the repair of dress at Meridian, Miss., where
half of the state are invited.
Charlie Grogan, E.J. Beale.
damage to public and private he helped dedicate a naval
The firemen will hear Expenditures for the Murray
facilities.
training center named for Sen.
speeches on variolTe
trcts of Fire Department for the year of
Agricultural and property John C. Stenni4, fl-Miss.
firefighting, see de
ations 1915 was a total of 8132.00.
damages mounted into the hunStennis told Nixon "the time
of new equipment, and learn
Chief Hale served as Fire
dreds of millions of dollars.
is about gone" when farmers in
new methods of firefighting.
Chief until he entered the U.S.
In Arkansas and Mississippi, flood-inundated areas could
The new "Jaws of Life" Army, when he was sent to the
officials predicted that, if the plant cotton.
power rescue tool will also be border of Mexico where he later
large 140e-standing whose-cot-1.- Throughout...the Mieskiiiippi
demonstrated by the-local-fire 'lost his life.
ton should be sprouting dry in basin, the floodwaters had imdepartment Sunday afternoon.
On July 7, 1916, J.T. Wallis
could
time, cotton farmers
pact:
A fire department was was elected Chief of the Fire
plant a soybean crop in a
-Two million acres of flat
established in Murray in 1913. Department. Chief Wallis
month or so.
delta land in Mississippi and
Up until that time the only served as Chief a short time
Mississippi
Upstream, the
Louisiana were under water,
means of fighting fire was the after which C.D. Dochery was
River continued to swell, and some homes in those areas
bucket brigade.
elected. On September 7, 1917,
smashing a levee to bury a 9,- were reported smashed as
In 1913, the City purchased B.H. Ray was appointati Fire
of
St.
island
south
from
the
Gulf
of
600-acre
strong winds
two two-wheeled carts and Chief to succeed Chief C.D.
Louis. North of that city, sand- Mexico whipped waves against
attached 500 feet of fire hose to Dochery.
bag levees were thrown up to them.
each cart, which was stored at
On July 21, 1916, the Fire
keep the Missouri River from
-The Mississippi and MisThird and Walnut. The carts Prevention Committee was
cutting a new channel and link- souri rivers poured over 7,0((
--hose then had to be pulled instructed to investigate the
ing with the Mississippi 15 more acres of land north of St
cost and kind of motor-driven
miles north of their present LOWS. A 60-square-mile peninfire
apparatus for the Murray
confluence
sula was threatened if sandbag
Fire Department. The records
As the President flew over levees built around culverts on
show that no mention of a truck
Highway 94 failed to keep the
was made until February, 6,
rivers from joining 15 miles
1920. It was at the City Council
above their normal linkup. One
meeting February 6, 1920, that
county-St. Charles-was rethe subject was brought up
ported 40 per cent submerged,
again. The City of Murray
with 5,000 of its people homepurchased a fire apparatus, and
less.
The Kirksey Postoffice will it was delivered some time late
-Low areas along Ohio's
observe National Postal Week
Lake Erie shoreline at Port
(See Firs Fighters, Page 1)
during the week of April 29 to
Clinton prepared today for pow
41.
May 5, according to Mrs.
sible flooding as strong winds
Doores,
Postmaster.
LaVerne
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. AP
sent 10-foot waves cascading toCustomers attend the Kirksey
- In another effort to cut down ward beaches.
)14paiL
"People
Day" observance on
Mississippi River flood crests,
--The 75 to 100 families rebe given attractive
April
30
will
the National Weather service
Murray's first Motorized Fire Truck. The Courthouse is in the background.
(See Flood, Page 8)
souvenir envelopes which
The report of Police Chief
says Kentucky Lake and Lake
will be available in a limited James M. Brown on' citations
Barkley will be raised to within
quantity on a first come basis. issued from April 6 through
1.7 feet of the record breaking
Ten new Postal People April 29 is as follows:
level reached early this month.
stamps will be placed on sale at
DWI 10, speeding n, no
The weather service at Cairo,
the Kirksey Postoffice in operators
5,
license,
Ill., said Friday that the lakes
conjunction with the local ob- disregarding stop sign 7,
will be built up to about 368
servance.
disregarding red light 4,
feet above sea level, probably
As a part of the observance on reckless driving 3, improper
by Monday.
Pentagon
Papers'
trial
of
the
WASHINGTON (API - PresApril 30, Mrs. Doores said that a registration 6, unnecessary
The lakes were backed up in
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of ident Nixon was alone in the se- Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony
WASHINGTON (AP)- Envi- it only until a permanent FBI
exhibit will be on display noise 3, public drunkeness 9,
early April to a record height ronmental Protection Adininiil director-not himself-is cho- the Beta Sigma Phi Sorority of elusion of his mountaintop re- Russo in Los Angeles, with the stamp
in
the
lobby of the Kirksey illegal possession of alcohol 1,
of 369.7 feet above sea level be- trator William D. Ruckelshaus sen. He estimated this would Murray will join the three treat today, apparently to chart disclosure by the .Justice DePostoffice from nine a.m. to disorderly conduct 3, going
cause of flooding of the Mis- agreed to take command tem- take no longer than two sorority chapters of Union City, a course through the grave partment that it had received a
twelve noon.
wrong way on one way street 2,
sissippi.
porarily of the FBI without months.
Tenn., for the 42nd anniversary problems the Watergate revela- report that two Watergate conThe displays will be shown by driving on suspended or
At that time, the high water knowing whether it would force
Deputy EPA Director Robert celebration of the sorority in a tions are bringing his adminis- spirators burglarized the office
Tucker,
Kirksey revoked license 5, no motorBrown
on the lake, combined with him to give up the EPA, says Fri is expected to be in com- banquet at the Biltmore Motel
of Ellsberg's psychiatrist for resident and collection dealer
tration.
cycle helmet 1, passing at instrong winds, inflicted heavy his personal spokesman.
mand in the interim.
Restaurant, Union City, Tenn.,
He made the short-notice his.files.
for fifty years, who is a member tersection 1, carrying concealed
damage on at least four major
Fri said in an interview he
White House spokesmen left
In a freakish turn, the Water- of the American Mail Society deadly weapon 1, violation of
flight to Camp David, Md., late
marinas on'Kentuciry Lake-.--- lihpre.ssion that it would,
disrupt and Society of Philatelic
Local members of the Friday a few hours after nam- gate case threatened to
1972 controlled substance act 1,
Damage at the marinas of but Ruckelshaus quickly sought mg the EPA administrator's
ing a temporary successor to L. the Pentagon Papers' trial of Americans. A few historic local failure to yield right of way tOtake
part
in
sorority
who
will
State
Kentucky Dam Village
his own legal advice, and a re- office only temporarily, but that
resigned
Anthony
who
Ellsberg
and
Patrick
Gray
III,
Daniel
items will be included in the emergency vehicle 1, no state
Park and Kenlake State Park liable source said his resigna- the point was not specifically the program will be Mrs. under fire as head of the FBI. Russd in Los Angeles with the
exhibit.
Martha Gardner, Mrs. Jeanne
inspection sticker 1, no tail
was estimated at more than tion from EPA may not be a settled.
His embattled aides, domes- official disclosure that two WaReqaurth,
Morgan,
Mrs.
Anna
lights I.
was
appointed
as
with
Mrs.
Dorres
briefly
owners
of
spoke
million,
and
$1.5
Fri said he
legal requirement.
tic adviser John Ehrlichman tergate defendants burglarized
and Mrs. Rowena Emerson.
Of the total of 94 cases, the
after the
postmaster
of
Kirksey
three private marinas on the
Ruckelshaus told newsmen Ruckelshaus and found him
Ellsberg's
psyand chief of staff H. R. Halde- the office of
city
court of Judge Donald
the
late
Mrs.
retirement
of
lake estimated that damage to following the surprise an- "obviously surprised at the
the
Entertainment for
man-frequent companion on chiatrist for his records.
Virgie Clark who served there Overbey disposed of 67 as
their property totaled nearly nouncement Friday of his FBI whole thing, and still trying to evening will be provided by
William
appointment
of
The
trips-reproblem-salving
such
charged and dismissed 27.
8200,000.
assignment that he would take
Lani Kai, an Hawaiian singing mained behind amidst reports D. Ruckelshaus to serve as act- for many years. Other per(See FBI, Page 8)
Eighteen automobile accidents
Postoffice
sonnel
of
the
Kerksey
The river continued to rise
haebeen
in
star and actor who
they are fighting for their jobs. ing head of the FBI until a perare Mrs. Margaret Rose, clerk, were reported.
Friday between Wickliffe and
Memphis, Tenn., for the past
can
be
found
manent
successor
In a freakish turn. the WaterInvestigation reports are as
and Kenneth Palmer, rural
the Tennessee line. Floodwaters
several months writing and gate case threatened to disrupt
(See Watergate,Page 8
follows: breaking and entering
carrier
have covered more than 100,000
which
will
recording an album
1, petty larceny and vandalism
acres of farm land in Carlisle,
be for release soon.
5, grand larceny 2, stolen
Hickman, Fulton and Ballard
Kai writes and sing his own
bicycles 2, stolen motorcycle 1.
counties.
songs and also writes for others.
The river is expected to crest
He appeared with Connie
at St. Louis tonight.
WASHINGTON (AP) - L. had been acting director for 11 Stevens in Honolulu and was a
three-year regular on the TV
Patrick Gray III, who resigned months.
"Adventures
in
Opposition to his permanent series,
Friday as acting head of the
FBI, was an early victim of the appointment began mounting Paradise." He has had featured
after his acknowledgement on roles in "Hawaiian Eye." -The
The annual spring style show
Watergate case.
will be presented by the
His nomination to be per- Feb. 28 that he had given re- Islanders" and "Hawaii FiveFair today through Sunday manent FBI chief was with- ports of the Watergate investi- 0."
Calloway County Chapter of the
with slowly rising tempera- drawn at his ,request several gation to White House counsel
of
Homemakers
Future
tures. High today in the mid to weeks ago when Senate con- John Dean.
AM-erica on Tuesday, May 1, at
upper 60s, low tonight in the firmation became unlikely be7:30 p.m. in Jeffrey gym at the
Gray said he had supplied Great Books Discussion
low 40s, and the high Sunday in cause of criticism of the way Dean with 82 of 186 FBI inschool.
the low to mid 70s. Warmer he had handled the Watergate vestigative reports in the case. Group To Meet Monday
of
Bouquet
"Spring
Monday with a chance of rain.
Fashions" will be the theme of
He did so, he said, at the reinvestigation.
The
Adult Great Books
Kentucky's Extended Outlook
Friday he resigned as acting quest of Dean, who was con- Discussion Group will meet at
the show. The girls will be
Monday through Wednesday
FBI head after it was revealed ducting a separate White House the Calloway County Public
modeling garments they have
Mild with rain likely Monday that he had destroyed docu- inquiry into the bugging.
made in class, as home
Library on Monday, April 36 at
and Tuesday. Cloudy and cooler ments from the safe of E. Howprojects, and home exGray annoyed the Nixon ad- seven p.m.
with a chance of showers ard Hunt, a former White ministration during his conperiences.
Mrs. Solon Bucy will be the
Wednesday. Early morning House aide convipted of con- firmation hearings by supplying
The show is open to the public
VATE HOMEMAKER degrees will * ri34;eived lerteftsiNglit, Joyce Wooden, AM*
lows in the upper 4013 and low spiracy in the WM,0-gate bug- a iimunary of -11401BPs4bitios- leader for the subject of St.
and there is no admisssion
Erwin,
iiPatA-First Litter ta.torlith-: Ainirida- Race-,Itrista Kennedy, and Selwyn
50s Monday and in the 54k ging.
tigation which said attorneys
Schultz, all members of the Murray High School ("barge, according to the FHA
in'home.
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America, at the annual state FHA meeting
A White House statement is- for the Committee for the Readvisors, Mrs. Bess Kerlick and
'Tuesday and Wednesday. Day
at Eastern
All interested persons are University, Richmond, June 12-15. This in the highest award given in FHA. Mrs. G. T
Miss Lucy Forrest. The student
time highsin the--rer-Monday sued shortly after Gray's resig- Election 'ef the President hed
FHA
teachers are Miss Nancy Mason
and Tuesday and in the upper nation announcement suggested hampered FBI efforts to ques- invited to attend, a library advisor and home economies instructor at MurrayvHigh, served as consultant while the girls were
working on their degrees.
President Nixon ousted him. He
and Miss Linda Oliver.
spokesman said.
705 Wednesday.
(See Gray, Page 8)

Postoffice At
Kirksey
Obserie-Week

Lake Levels
To Be Raised
Again Monday

Citations For
Period 7t;e Told

Ruckelshaus Named
Temporary FBI Head

Banquet Planned
By Local Chapter
Of Sorority Monday

Nixon Alone Today To
Chart Watergate Course

Gray Is Early Victim
Of Watergate Scandal

The Weather

Calloway FHA Will
Have Style Show
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Frances Drake

W. P. Williams, President 11941 19631
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor end Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
Serest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave ,
Memphis, In ; Time& Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
morn't M,rP,
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray 5.35 per week, $1.52 per
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$7.50 per year. other destinations, $18.00 per year. All mail sub
ccriptions plus 5 percent state tax_
Entered daily at me Post Office, Murray, Kentucky.far transmission
_ -.is
Second Class Matter.
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Miss Shirley Joyce,Citifies. daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. H. C. Chiles, was first place winner in the
Dixielanders Musk and Talent program at Paris,
Tenn., last night.
Miss Mattie Ann Lassiter, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. D. E. Lassiter, and Miss Zora Mae Turner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Turner, are
valedictorian and salutatorian respectively of the
senior class of Almo High School. --Dr. Herber Halpert, head of the Murray-State
College Languages and Literature Department and
nationally known folklorist, has been elected
president of the Kentucky Folklore Society.
Miss Rubye Bizzell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Boyd Bizzell, was married to James Futrell, son of
Mrs. Joe Futrell and the late Mr. Futrell,on April 25,
25.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
Deaths reported are CI-ladle Montgomery
Witherspoon, age 75aL Mrs. Sallie Eldridge Willough,
by, age 69. Richare H. Pigue, age 50, and Mrs.
Jennie Haywood, age 85.
Thirty-six --Calloway County men will leave
tomorrow for service in the U. S. Army and four
others will leave for U. S. Navy service. This is from
the April draft call.
A total of sixty-eight seniors are candidates for
graduation at Almo, Faxon, New Concord, Lynn
Grove, Kirksey, and Hazel High School Schools on
May 7.
• David E. Lilienthal, chairman of the TVA,
`. discussed the development that has come about in
-, the Tennessee Valley as a result of TVA in an ad_
dress at Murray State College.
; Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Fulton Farmer on March 26, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Rue Overby on April 22, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wes
: Jones on April 2.3, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Rayburn on April 26.

And the disciples were filled iv-itIvjoy, and with the
Holy Ghost.—Acts 13:52.
We,too, are filled with joy when We go out to teach
• and serve as God commands us to do.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
There are four kinds of pollution—pollution of the
atmosphere, pollution of the ocean seas, pollution
in the backyard and pollution of the ego. The worst is
the latter because it makes us cry instead of laugh
and nobody likes to hold a tear-sodden handkerchief.
"1 am weary with my groaning;
all the night make my bed to
swim; I water my couch with
my tears."
—Psalms VI, 6, c 150 B.C.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
f• Service April 27, 1973
,
Keritucklf Purchase Area Hog
:f Market Report Includes '9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1007 Est. 2000
Barrows & Gilts 25 cents lower
Sows steady to 50 cents lower.
Decline on weights over SOO lbs.

US 1-2 200-230
US 1=3 -200-2503
US 2-4 240-260
US 3-4 260.280
Sows
US 1-2- 270-350
US 1-3 350-650
US 2-3 450-650

142 34.50-35.00
affiln3.75-34.50
lbs., 33.25-23.75
lbs. 32.75-33.25
lbs.. 29.50-30.50
lbs., 29.00-29.50
lbs 28.00-29.00

FOR MONDAY, APRIL MI, 1973
Look in the seNion in which ARE overdoing things or not.
your birthday comes and find Curb spending.
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
to the stars.
Certain complexities need
ARIES
unravelling, and YOU can right
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
them. A good day for handling
Some awkward situations can tricky situations, mediating
be worked on successfully; an disputes.
opponent made an ally. Adroit CAPRICORN
thinking is the answer—plus a (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
shrewd bit of diplomacy.
Stellar influences indicate
TAURUS
some indecisiveness. Counter
21)
(Apr. 21 to May
by urging yourself into positive
Use care in handling both job action. Handle each situation as
and family affairs. Don't take it presents itself, evaluate each
success for granted. It must be on its OWN merits.
earned—all the way.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
II
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May 22 to June 21)
It is within your realm to
Some trends changing. elbow some competition deftly
Synchronize your activities to out of position now. But don't sit
accommodate. Curb a tendency back when you have the adto become overly emotional in a vantage. Keep
thinking,
relatively unimportant maneuvering to REMAIN
situation.
ahead.
CANCER
010
PISCES
(June 22 to July 23)
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may be faced with some
You could make a profitable
intensified pressure in job financial deal but, even if
areas. Don't be dismayed. You asked, keep the details to
can handle all ably. As with yourself. Some would gladly try
Gemini, however, don't battle to take advantage of your good
J2
over trivia.
fortune.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
YOU BORN TODAY are
Your tenacity and driving endowed with great artistry, a
power can help you to win big fine mind and a willingness to
gains now. In your upward work hard to reach your goals.
climb, however, be careful not You are a person of high ideals,
to ride roughshod over others. with built-in magnetism and a
VIRGO
strong feeling for tradition.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
However, you incline toward
Fine Mercury influences now stubbornness and your exstimulate your mental agility tremist attitudes often lead
and keen perception. Take the others to find you'clogmatic. Try
reins firmly in hand and drive to curb these traits since they
straight and sure—to success. alienate others unnecessarily.
LIBRA
You can achieve notable suc(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
cess as an artist, interior
Don't be overly concerned decorator, designer, singer,
behavior
of lecturer, musician or horabout the
associates. Make suggestions ticulturist.
wttere you think them appropriate, but only IF they will YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • personal 110-pegif
aid and IF the time is ripe.
forecast on health, weelfh, lint and
SCORPIO
marriage, sand $1.00 plus 25 cents In
for postage and handling to
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkeltiC coin
Horoscope Book Department, Boo 173
CheSsee Station, New York, N Y
You will do yourself a big Old
10011, mentioning Mis newspaper
favor if you do not overtax Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
ZIP, mixt DATE OF BIRTH (to be sure
yourself, and your sixth sense you get the right forecast tor your
should tell •u whether you menet Or/

)6#

The Outstanding civic Asset of•commode',
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Recreation facilities and improvements valued at
$15 million were added to TVA lakes and lakeshores
during 1962 by private owners and state and local
agencies, according to the agency's annual servey.
This bring the toal value of these improvements to
1156.5 million.
Miss Sherian Melvin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Malvin of Murray Route One, eighth grade
student at Kirksey School, had the highest grade in
the American History Contest, sponsored by the
DAR.
The Murray State College Racers upended
Lambuth College 7 to 0 here for its 16th straight
baseball win.
The Four Preps will be presented in concert by the
Murray State College Student Organization on April
30.

Plans Complet(
Patricia Ann Fi
For Her Weddii

Your Individual Horoscope

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMSt., Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753-1916.

PANY, Inc., 103 N. 4th

Mark Locke, son of-Mi. and
Mrs. Ronald Locke, competed
in the State Speech Contest in
Lexington, April 7.
Mark received a superior
rating in the Regional Contest in
Murray, March 17 which
qualified him to enter the state
competition.

Copley News Sorvic•

Patrick L
Coomes Awarded
Scholarship

FOR SUNDAY, APRIL 29, 1473
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
4
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) iirr
Your intuition and generally
intelligent judgment will be a
boon in the tight spots now. Give
special care to family obligations.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Beware of "tips," the "inside
information," always available,
but rarely worth anything. In all
matters, investigate for accuracy, details, truth.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 211 DA,.
Wide horizons are your
dimension. But don't do as the
Geminian so often does—begin
with brilliance, then lose interest. Masterful touches can be
yours now, if you'll just stick
with your projects.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
activity
highly
Group
favored. Stars indicate now is
the time for you to make some
exciting new contacts.
LEO
Aug. 23)
(July 24
Independence of thought and
action should be stressed now.
But don't arbitrarily reject
unusual ideas. A fresh
viewpoint could give your efforts new direction.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
A pleasant surprise indicated—possibly the settlement of a long-standing
obligation. Travel and outdoor
interests especially favored
now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Don't brood over circumstances beyond your
control, and do learn to accept
changes. They could be for the
better, you know.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111/0/F
You function best under
pressure, but don't go looking
for windmills to conquer. Make
time for relaxation, the quest
for inner peace.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(kV
A time for expanding your
horizons. Don't let yourself
become bogged down in a sea of
triviality. You should feel
capable of BIG things now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't take others—or yourself—too seriously. A bit of fun
and frivolity will do wonders for
your morale.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
A time for definitely
clarifying your objectives. Get
in touch with those who share
your interests and, between
you, work out a clear and
concise program of action.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may have to make some
concessions in a family matter,
but the end results will be well
worthwhile.. F.spect some good
.news, in the p.m.
•
YOU BORN TODAY, highly
sensitive and imaginative, have

an especial affinity for the arts;
are a true humanitarian, and
would make an excellent
historian or educator. You
make the most of modern
devices and your thinking is
truly progressive. You have a
great love of beauty, both as
applied to nature and the arts,
and are extremely discriminating in your tastes. A
wholesome outlook on life and
optimism in the face of obstacles are also notable traits.
Fields in which you could excel:
Writing, journalism, medicine,
diplomacy, music and painting.
In fact, you add a modicum of
art and beauty to anything you
undertake. Birthdate of:
William Randolph Hearst,
newspaper magnate; Duke
Ellington, pianist, composer.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 11173 For • personal 1.10pa9e
forecast on health, v•ealth, love and
marriage send $1 00 plus 25 cents in
coin tor postaoe Inc handlino to
Horoscope Book Department, Sox 173,
Old °Hasps Station. New York, N.Y
10311, mentioning this
Print your NAME,
Zip. and DATE OF BIRTH (to be sure
you get Ma right forecast IOE WNW
zodiac sign)

...zmirlrh

State Chooses
Entry In Frog
Jumping Event

Patrick Leonard Coomes of
Owensboro
Route 6, a
graduating senior at Daviess
County High School, has been
awarded the 9275 R.O.
Si., Memorial Scholarship to
attend Murray State University
for the 1973-74 school year.
Coomes, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard L. Coomes, will
combine agriculture and a prelaw curriculum as his major
fields of study at Murray State
in preparation for a career as
an agricultural lawyer.
Active in his Future Farmers
of America chapter, Coomes
has won awards for scholarship,
public speaking, impromptu
speaking, livestock juding, soil
judging and seed identification.
He has also been selected as an
Outstanding Youth of Owensboro and as the winner of the
R. Burns Baker Memorial
Leadership Award.
His other activities at Daviess
County include drama, Key
Club, student council member,
Teenage Republicans and
Junior Achievement,
The Wilson Scholarship,
created in memory of a
distinguished leader of federal
agricultural programs in
Kentucky, is awarded alternately to Kentucky students
who have chosen agriculture or
home economics as a major
course of study in a statesupported college or university.

Lexington, at
the
In
University of Kentucky, Mark
was awarded an excellent
rating and a pin to commemorate the occasion. He is a
seventh grade student at
Brewers Elementary School,
and in his division he competed
against students in grades
seven through nine.
Mark was a student of Miss
Wanda Garrett of Murray, a
student speech teacher.
He was accompanied to
Lexington by his parents and
coached by Miss Garrett.

HILO, Hawaii (AP) — An
earthquake which shook the
Hawaiian island chain did moderate damage to -structures in
Hilo, the state's second largest
city. Police said eight persons
were injured, but no deaths
were reported.
The tremor struck Thursday
with its epicenteriocated a dozen miles north of Hilo—a sea
coast town of 26,000 persons--at
a depth of about 25 miles, said
Bob Shanks, chief of the state
civil defense agency in Honolulu.
"Had it been under Hilo,
there would have been greater
damage, and probably some
loss of life," Shanks said.
Scientists at the U.S. Geological Survey at Volcanoes National Park said the tremor registered 6.0 on the Richter scale of
earthquake intensity. It lasted
a total of 15 minutes, beginning
at 10:26 a.m.
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LATE SHOW TONITE 11:40 P.M.'
"VACATION IN HOT PANTS711 Over 18 Only
.

MEN.

FURCH
JEWEL
113 S. 4

753-283
3.41

Ilnig"JACK THE GIANT KlUIR
in COLOR - All Slats 75``

Ends TONITE
* Walt Disney's
"201000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA" at 7:00
11:00
Plus: "THE BAREFOOT EXECUTIVE" at 9:15 Only

NOTICE!

CINEMA 2 *

CONNECTION**

COLOR BY DE LUXE"

CeOGOOPi

CHILDRENS MOVIE TODAY-4- to 3p.

* CINEMAj *

MOON DUST
A minute sample of moon
dust sent for examination to
England's Loughborough
University of Technology has
disappeared, according to a
university spokesman who
said, "How it happened nobody knows, but it will be very
difficult to find because if 50
specks like it were placed end
to end they would measurer
only one millimeter." •
'
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CYIAIILES GROOM
CYSILL INLINENC
ILANPRE MILD,
WORN LINDLEY
EDDIE ALBERT

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) —A
************ *****
"distinguished thoroughbred"
captured on the banks of Yellow Creek in Daviess County is
an odds-on favorite-in a jumping contest at least, in the estiCINEMAS
mation of Gov. Wendell Ford.
or Th• Finest In Morl• Ente
The contestant, dubbed Man
0' Wart, will "come from behind in the last two leaps," if
the governor's prediction is correct.
Man 0" Wart is the 3tate'S
1110111INAT10:1114W41
"
"
11
entry in the annual International Jumping Frog Jubilee
10
at Angels Camp in Calaveras
ACADEMY AWARDS
County, California, May 17-20.
INCLUDING
"Now we have him on a
BEST PICTURE
strict training program-isometric exercises, pure Kentucky limestone water and flies from
the Bluegrass," Ford said.
IpoyNynIni. CNODDNINI Di, A/bet mrifte1111
Ford and 13 other governors
have entered frogs in the event,
THEATRE
and Ford figures he has a winner. Man 0' Wart "fought like
a tigef" when captured "and if •
KID SHOW 1:00 SAT. & SUN.
he performs anything like that
TOM
THUMB & LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
out in California, he's an oddson favorite," Ford said.
He figures Man 0' Wart will
*
provide a strong showing in the
final two leaps of the three-leap
contest. The winner is the toad
that covers the greatest distance in the three.
411Me
:2, 7 1 2
hOw
Sril
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IN rHe GREAT TRADITION
Or AMERICAN THRILLERS

No _objectionable
previews will be shown
with this Disney program.
Our contract
with Disney requires that we
charge 75'
for children 5 thru 11
yrs.

*
*

Starts TOMORROW!

Also ...
Showtime*
5.02,
910

HAIL CAESAR

*
r *

t LATE SHOW - 12:00 Midnight
•
THE SWINGING. STEWARDESSES
******#**************************

FRED WILLA/AWN

Godfather of Harlem!

•
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Gift Tea Held For
Marsha Stallons At
The Summers Home

Plans Completed By
Patricia Ann Fitts
For Her Wedding
Plans have been completed
by Miss Patricia Ann Fitts,
daughter of Mrs. Moela Steele
Fitts and Cecil Fitts, both of
Murray, for her marriage to
Lester Rickey Stinnett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Stinnett,
Hardinsburg.
The double ring ceremony
will be read on Thursday, May
3, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening at the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse, with Brother Bill
Threet of Dalton, Georgia,
officiating
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs.
Bobbie Garrison, organist, and
Miss Nancy Spann, soloist.
Attendants for the bride-elect
will be Miss Kitty Steele, maid
of honor, Miss Tammie Parker,
junior bridesmaid, and Miss
Tracie Parker, flower girl, all
cousins of the bride-elect.
The groom-elect has chosen
Allen Cunningham as his best
man. Mansfield Farmer will be
groomernan and Chip Farmer
will be ringbearer. Ushers will
be Billy Flora and Randy
Wright, counsin of the brideelect.
Miss Vallerie King, cousin of
the bride-elect, will preside at
the register. Mrs. Charles Reed,
cousin of the bride-elect, and
Mrs. Earl Steele, aunt of the
bride-elect, will direct the
wedding.
Following the ceremony there
will be a reception at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception.

Clothes make the man,
but not wife's clothes
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have been married to this man for 32
years. We have four grown children, and let me tell you
right off the bat, my husband has no feminine tendencies
whatsoever. He is ALL man, but be likes to wear my lingerie.
First he asked if be could borrow my pantyhose. I
could understand that because it was wintertime and pantyhose do help to keep the legs and body warm. Then he
started wearing my nylon nighties, and it was still winter.
That puzzled me.
Twice when I was hospitalized, I looked for my long,
satin-quilted housecoat and found it in HIS clothes closet, so
he has been wearing that, too.
DON'T USE MY NAME
Doss he have a problem?
"DICAR DON'T: Your husband may be
which means be is just like any other male
wear women's clothes. And he won't have a
you give bins one at home, or he tries to
public where It is against the law.

a transvestite,
bat he likes to
problem unless
masquerade la

Must I stay home 24 hours a day and watch him? I'm a
wreck wondering what he will do next.
HIS WIFE IN PHILADELPHIA

WeD. WINO

DEAR WIFE: Year husband is obviously am well. Yes,
either you or somerme else mast watch bins 24 bears a day;
it's clear that be should not be left alone.

0
.
_APPI.74
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When you give a perfect Keepsake, backed by our written
guarantee, you can be sure there
is no finer diamond ring. Every
Keepsake is permanentlytered and protected against les&

Keepsake

FURCRES
JEWELRY
113 S. 4th
753-2835•

-

Rm. emargod

Am. Meal 111•••-11.6

DEAR ABBY. I want to thank yeti for an kiss I got
from reading your column some time -ago. It was to send
flowers to my mother on my own birthday.
On my lath birthday I sent my mom a dozes roses
expressing my love and appreciation roe putting up with me
all these years. Dad said when she got the flowers she was
so touched she broke right down and cried.
Please mention it again, Abby. Some of your readers
TRIED IT AND LIKED IT
might have missed it.
DEAR TRIED: It's me a t i•sed. Not to put down
flower power, but a letter of "love and appreciation" te
both parents anytime would be sufflcient to move them is
tears.
DEAR ABBY: Wine I was being examined by--my
doctor, be received a phone call which he said be viould
take in the next room
He left the phone off the hook which enabled me to
hear the entire conversation. It was of a very personal
nature
Should I have replaced the phone on the hook as soon
as I realized what was happening?
HEARD EVERYTHING EN STATEN ISLAND
DEAR HEARD: Net If It Involved any incouvealence
on your part. I hope yen told the doctor you overheard the
call so be won't be so careless La the future.
Problems? Teel feel betIer V you get it if year duet.
For a personal reply. write is ABBY: Ben N.. Wile, L. A.
MM. Baseisee staisped. seff-addreeseit sevelepe.
please.
Per Abby's booklet. -Sew is Have a Gerdy Wedding."
need Si is Abby. Bei IBM las Angeles. Cal. NM.
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Open 7 o-rn.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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The Music Department of the
Club
Woman's
Murray
presented a program a, vocal
music
instrumental
and
suitable for use at church
weddings on April 17 at the First
United Methodist Church.
The program was planned
and directed by Mrs. William
Porter and was open to the
public.
Mrs. J. D. Rayburn, program
Chairman of the Music
Department, expressed the
appreciation of the department
to the musicians who took part
in the recital: Mrs. Carrie
Clark, Miss Nancy Luther, and
Mrs. Joe Prince, organists;
Mrs. Kathryn Elliot, flutist;
Mrs. William Porter, soprano;
Stephen Murphy, baritone;
Mrs. John Taylor, violinist; Joe
Prince, tenor; Mrs. Wayne
Keller, soprano; Mrs. Donald
Story, violist.
A reception for members and
guest was held in the Social Hall
of the church following the
Program.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., was
chairman of the hostess cornmitteee and was assisted by
Mesdames Max Brandon, C. C.
Lowry, James Rudy Allbritten,
John Lyon, Paul Shahan,
Douglas Abbott, and H. Glenn
Doran. The table decorations
were done by Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer and Shirley
Florists.
Mrs. Richard Hutson and
Mrs. Don Burchfield, pianists,
played during the reception
During the business session
the 1973-74 slate of officers was
presented for approval. Serving
as officers of the Music
Department next year will be
Mrs. Charles Moffett, chairman; Mrs. Roger Reichmuth,
vice-chairman; Mrs. John
Lyon, secretary; Mrs. Keith
Hays, treasurer.
Mrs. Joe Prince, Music
Department Chairman, announced that names of
prospective members will be
tabled at the May meeting and
that the new officers will be
installed at that time.
Approval was given to the
application of a Murray State
student for a Music Department
financial loan.

30
Monday, ApWThe Great Books Adults
Discussion Group will meet at
7- 30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library with
Mrs. Solon Bury as the leader
on "The Corinthian Letters."
The Community Continuing
Education meeting for nurses
will be held in the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at 7:30 p.m.
with Dr. Hal Houston as
speaker.
Reception honoring Miss
Clara M. Eagle, retiring
director of galleries and former
chairman of the Art Departat Murray State
ment
University, will be from seven
to nine p.m., Clara M. Eagle,
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. The public is invited.
Tuesday, May .1
The Calloway County High
School FHA will present its
spring style show in Jeffrey
gym at 7:30 p.m. The girls will
model garments they have
made. The show is free and
open to the public.

CALLOWAY HOMEMAKERS were entertained with a tea at the home of Lt. Governor Julian
('arroll at Frankfort as the Purchase Area delegates were enroute home after attending the Kentucky F:xtention Homemakers Association meeting held in Lexington. They toured Louisville enroute
to Lexington. Shown here are, left to right, Lt. Gov. Carroll, Mrs. Joseph Gertzen, Pottertown Club.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, County Extension Agent for Home Economics, Mrs. Kenneth Owens, South
Murray, Club, Mrs. Alfred Taylor, county president from Harris Grove Club, Mrs. Brent Butterworth, Penny Club, Mrs. Gary Key, Wadesboro Club, Mrs. Dann G. Cunningham, Contemporaro
Club, Mrs. Ruby Harrell,Penny Club, and Mrs. Carrot.
Pb..,. 713 1917 or 753 1947

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Vernon Campbell at 1:30 p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the First Church will meet in
Hale Chapel at ten a.m. with
Rev Amy Hurt of Reelfoot
Mission as speaker.
Grail:ilia/the First Christian
Chun:1-CW- will meet with
Mrs-11.1..Gibson at two p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
The Delta Denarunent os the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames George
Hart, Vernon Roberts, W.J.
Gibson, Waiter Baker, and Miss
Sue Fairless as hostesses.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet it the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Bob
Billington, Howard Brandon,
John Belt, Ted Bradshaw, and
Jimmy Ford as hostesses.
Wednesday, May 2
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club. Reservations
should be made with Mrs. Clyde
Adkins 753-7722. Other hostesses
are Mesdames William G.
Emener, Bill Crouse. William
Fandrich, Richard Farrell,
William Furgerson, Henry M.
Fulton, Eurie Garland, James%
H. Garrison, James H. Green,
and Hal Houstn, Jr. Bridge will
be at nine a.m. with Mrs. Buddy
Spann and Mrs. Lawrence
Philpott as hostesses.

SURGERY PATIENT
Mrs. W.T. (Hattie' Mae)
McClure, formerly of Murray,
underwent surgery at the
William Boumont Hospital,
Royal Oak, Mich. Her address
is Mrs. Hattie M. McClure,
William Boumont Hospital,
Room 40, West 3601 Thirteen
Mile Road, Royal Oak, Mich.,
48072.

ThdeBlinkenstup Circle-of the
United Methodist Women of the
South Pleasant Grove Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth at 7.30 p.m.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
B.H. Brown of Murray has
been dismissed from the Henry
County General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.

Thursday, May 3
A musical program will be
presented by Carter School
students at Murray Middle
School auditorium at seven p.m.

Nature's Palette Garden Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
011ie Brown at eleven a.m. with
Mrs. Emma Knight in charge of
the program.

4.1*

SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDA
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M.

mr*."'""

Personal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
Miss Deanna Cooper

Tickets for the Charity Ball
for June 2 will go on sale today
and persons may call Mrs.
James Ransom 753-3058 or Mrs.
Donald Hunter 753-5918. Musit
for the ball at the MSU Student
Union building will be by Burl
Oiswanger. Proceeds go toward
Mental Health.

Pay only racial.=
clonsainq pncos!

One HOUR cLeaneRs
•
•

Music_Dapartment
Presents Program;
Officers Elected

Sunday, April 29
Young Intermediate to Adanced piano students will be
presented in a recital in the
Choral Room on second floor of
the Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU, at 2:30 p.m.

ii ii A lir

i /0%
4' on any storage order brought 6
b
in with this coupon
tr.-.
=
Storage is FREE you pay only of
cleaning
b
when
the cost
iillrou pick up your clothes b
Fully

The home of Mrs. Percy
Summers at 1528 West
Broadway, Mayfield was the
setting for a gift tea planned to
honor Miss Marsha Stations, of
Murray, bride-elect of William
Horton, on Saturday afternoon,
April 21, from one o'clock until
three o'clock.
Hostesses were Mrs. Summers, Mrs. Pete Byars and Mrs.
Wilburn Allen of Fulton.
For the occasion Miss
Stations wore a long- pink
trousseau frock, and the
hostesses presented her with e
corsage of white carnations.
Centering the tea table
overlaid with a white lace cloth,
was an attractive arrangement
of pink-colored dried beans with
greenery and a miniature bride
doll, in a straw basket, tied with
a pink bow, which the hostesses
presented to the guest of honor.
Pink tapers flanked the
arrangement.
The thirty-five invited guests
were employes of South Central
Bell Telephone Company.

52
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been
years, but the last year, since my husband's 77th birthday,
be has been acting funny. For one thing, he thinks every
lady who looks at him is trying to vamp him. (Not only
••
elderly widows, but young married wornen.i
He also has been giving things away. For instance, I
looked high and low for the bottom to my double boiler,
and then he told me he gave it away. Also. I made 22
quarts of matzo ball soup and put them iii the freezer, and
be has already given away 12 quarts.
He gives things to neighbors, friends, and strangers
when I am out playing cards. Now I lock my jewelry
when I leave the house. I don't know what be is going to
give away next.
I can't divorce him because I think he is sick_ Don't
send me a personal reply because he sometimes throws
without even opening it.
away all the
I told my son (he is a lawyer) about his father's actions, and be said: "It's his age, Ma. You'll have to watch

SONATA

Love Is
A Giving
Thing
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The lovely home of Miss
Carolyn Venable was the setting
of a delighfully planned personal shower given in honor of
Miss Deanna Cooper, brideelect of Richard West'.
Miss Venable and Miss
Phyllis Wiley were the hostess
for the event.
The honoree chose to wear
from her trousseau a light pink
pant outfit, featuring a white
turtleneck and a short-sleeve
checked jacket portraying the
layered-look. A corsage of pink
carnations was presented to the
honoree by the hostesses.
After introducing themselves,
the guests enjoyed some
relaxers with the prizes being
won by Miss Debbie Rogers and
Mrs. Carol Chapman. The door
prize was won by Miss Debby
Dixon.
Miss Cooper opened her many
lovely gilts and displayed then
for the guests to view.
After opening her gifts, Miss
Cooper and her guests enjoyed
refreshments. The table was
covered with a white cloth. The
cake, bearing -Good Luck,
Deanna" was balanced on
either side by single burning
candles. The guests were
served cake, cokes, assorted
nutsiand mints.
Eighteen persons were
present or sent gifts. Out-ortown guests were Mrs. Rodney
Warren of Clarksville, Term.,
sister of the honoree.
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UNIVERSITY SCHOOL GYM
ii
Tickets:
it
.t.
i
1
11.00
Children
Adult - 2.00
it
't.'
.
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JOHNSONS
Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs. * 7 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri & Sat

Open Sunday Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
• 16 Ounce

Pe si
S
Gr. Beef"
Paik Loin
Crisco

8 Pack Carton
with deposit or bottles

"
ugar Godcha

51b&

lb.

Cut Into
Chops

SHORTENING
-

69'
59t
89t
8,9t
_

lb.

3 Lbs.
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My First Wild Turkey Hunt
Editor's Note: Randy Adams,
11-year-old son of Bill and
Janice Adams of Lynn Grove
tells the story of how he took his
first wild turkey gobbler last
Thursday at Land Between The
Lakes. The story was put to
words as Randy told it to Jerry
Allen in detail.)
This was my first time for
turkey hunting, and I was
plenty keyed up at the thought
of going. My uncle Joe Pat
Futrell) had long since told me
of the wary old turkey gobblers
in Land Between The Lakes
and of the adventure with the
toms he had killed. Sometimes
I'd just sit and listen to the
stories and picture myself right
there on the spot with him as he
lured the turkey into range and
then made the kill. I'd always
paid plenty of attention cause
someday I wanted to kill me a
turkey too. But I had no idea it
would happen to me on my first
hunt.
The Saturday before season,
my uncle and I had gone over to
the Land Between The Lakes to
listen for some turkeys. We'd
gotten out of bed about 3:30 so I
was plenty sleepy. Once in the
woods I just couldn't sit down
without getting sleepy, so
finally I dozed off, only to be
awakened by a wild turkey
gobbling very close by.
Randy Adams, 11-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams of
By the time I'd returned to the
Lynn Grove. took this 19-pound turkey Thursday morning in the
car, I'd already made up my
LEI. The prize had a 91,-inch beard. Randy took the turkey at
mind that I'd hunt that turkey,
5:70 a.m. with a 20 gauge shotgun.
if Uncle Joe didn't mind. It
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon) didn't take Much argument,so I
was all set to hunt the gobbler
I'd heard when opening morning rolled around.
On the drive back from the
L.B.L. I learned a lot about
hunt them.
Crowded boat ramps and will acquaint you with basic turkeys and how to
if I shoot a
busy harbors reveal the great safety practices you should My uncle says that
turkey down, I should run uo
numbers of people who have know. Who has the right of way
.and put my feet on the turkey's
turned to boating as their on the water? What equipment
legs so he can't fly off, just in
primary recreational pastime. sin I required to carry on board
case
he isn't dead. He says to
million
people
Today, nearly 45
according to federal and state
flock to the lakes, rivers and laws? What can I do in case of always shoot for th head. I tried
oceans to enjoy a wide variety an accident? What are my very hard to remember the
important things he'd told me, I
of water sports.
obligations? These and other Just had to.
To meet growing public questions will be answered at
At last, Thursday morning
demands, manufacturers are various boating safety classes
Producing watercraft of every given by the US. Coast Guard finally arrived, my first turkey
liescription. Whatever the need Auxiliary, the U.S. Power hunt and maybe my biggest was
'the boater, the craft is Squadrons, and various States. about to begin. We rolled out of
ailable. He only need find one
Moreover, these boating the bed about 2:30 a.m, and my
cii fits his pocketbook and courses offer an opportunity to mom fixed my dad , my brother
it to his favorite water.
talk with fellow boaters, share Mike, and I some bacon and
; Seems too easy? You're right. ideas and experiences, and gain eggs. I was plenty glad I'd eaten
put, this is just what more than important bits of information it that breakfast as the day wore
OD per cent of the boaters are would have taken years to on. After we'd knocked off
jn.. the,_car
doing. They haven't stopped to compile. The importance of breakfast, we
think about their own safety or such a course cannot be and next thing I knew we were
the safety of others. Perhaps stressed enough: your life at Land Between the Lakes. My
they don't realix• the potential depends on your knowledge of uncle didn't come with us today,
he'd gone hunting with someone
dangers involved with the use of safe boating.
gasoline, the hazardous conFor information concerning else.
As soon as we neared the
kiitions created on the water _by these boating safety courses or
sudden weather changes, or the other information concerning power line (Tossing Energy
fact that you cannot simply boating safety, contact: Road, my dad rolled to a slow
walk to shore if something goes Boating Safety Branch, U.S. stop, cut the motor and turned
,wrong.
Coast Guard, 1520 Market St., off the lights. After a few inJust a few evenings attending St. Louis, Mo. 63103, 314-6=- structions as to what to do if I
got a turkey, Mike and Dad
-;a formal boating safety course 4611.

Boating Safety

i

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.

-

753-3134

The only smiling
blue eyed Shiners
in Wesliti:

Open 5 a.m.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Phone 753-2571

around came to
knife and with his help Mike and time telling me how lucky I was and everyone
congratulate me om
dad cut a chunk of hair out. like they thought I didn't know. admire and
moments
They thought it wog plenty The scales pointed to 19 pounds my luck. Of'all the
because
of the
enjoyed
I've
0
showed
a
94
2
,kinds.
and
the
yardstick
funny and I guess it
inch beard on my old turkey turkey, I believe the proudest I
felt was when I actually
Corning through the check gobbler.
realized this had happened to
was
station was a real treat,
moment
for
me
proud
A
everyone admired my turkey when I returned to Lynn Grove. me. Some hunters hunt a
and congratulated me and The 5th, 6th and 7th grades all lifetime before accomplishing
patted me on the back. All the came out to look at my turkey what had happened to me.

Sportsman's Notebook
by Jerry Allen
It's back to the ledges again
for the crappie fishermen that
are taking In large hauls
recently. Wednesday, Pat Scott
took over 90 crappie on the deep
water ledges, around 14 feet, on
shinners.
Many fishermen report that
despite the muddy waters in the
back of the bays they are still
picking up a few slabs. Bass
fishermen report that a few
scattered catches of bass are
being taken in backs of the bays
on spinnerbaits, repalas, Big 0
and hellbenders.
Rumors are flying high about
high water, but ease your mind.
TVA is slowly dropping the lake
and according to their officials
everything should be under
control soon. Let's hope so. Our
lakes could stand a good spawn
for both bass and crappie this
year.
Local fishermen are catching
mem again. Barry Bybee and
Nicky Ryan took 80 big stringer
crappie on Barkley last week,
while Sam Rogers was stringing
a limit on Barkley also. It's
reported that Sam took a limit
everyday he was out last week.
Bob Alsup and his dad Dr.
Alsup are out almost every
week fishing and this week was
no exception. They strung two
limits both days they were out
over the weekend and several
were real keepers.
J. Matt Sparkman has been
taking some real nice strings of
crappie below Energy Dam on
Barkley Lake lately around 14
feet deep.
Paul Mansfield was out trying
hisa luck for crappie Sunday,
says he's gonna be a bank
fisherman. Most of the local
docks report that fishing has
slowed some due to high and
muddy waters; however large
stringers are still being taken.
CYPreellPringt---Louis Williams reports higher
waters and big stringers of fish.
Joe Prince did it again this
weekend with stringer of 35 to 60
slabs every time he went out.
Ray Henry took out Sunday
morning and returned with a
satisfying 43 slabs on his
stringer. The skinner minnow
seemed to produce the best
crappie in the bushes.
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VERA CRUZ, Me
— A Vera Cruz all.
defeated the New Yo
1-0 in an exhibiti
match Thursday r
only goal was scorer
Damian in the 43rd
the game.
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U.S. Soccer League(
The Cosmos were d
Mexico City Tuesch
America team of th
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PASADENA, Calif.
Los Angeles Ram
star Merlin Olsen's w
has given birth to
couple's first after b
tars.
"He's a 7-11 boy,"
of his son born Tir
Huntington Memorial
-Seven pounds and 1

If you're a hunter, ask about our

Hwy. 94E. Murray, Ky.
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Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!

Olsen Boy

We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports

Complete Boating Supplies

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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scoring honors with a
Mountain Lions won
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Concord's team in
score of 324 in 18 hol
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State came in secon
team score of 329, fol
West Virginia Wesle
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Virginia Tech with 3;
di Elkins with 359 ar
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By DENNE H. FR1
Associated Press Spa
DALLAS ( AP ) — 1
son got into trouble
the second round of I
Nelson Golf Classic, I
par in a situation ti
have shaken him h
ago.
Dickson shot a four66 to take a one-strok
the 36-hole mark over
of Seattle, the first ra
er.
The big test for Dicl
made birdie putts of
and 3 feet, came at
yard par five 15th hob
dunked his second
lake. His fourth sh
over the green but
par with a 40-foot putt
fringe.
"I've been playing
fidence since I wor
Diego," Dickson sal
was a good save I in
been in this position b
blown the whole roun
just play it low key ar
par."
Dickson, who was
man since Bobby Jon

Golf Tourney

Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies

§Sturdy Duo-Craft

Guns
Shells

fishirig report

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

r Boob of Nu Choice
-Camping and Fishing Supplies
474-2344

Ins 'N'
„*.
featherv

Van Dexter strung a real
husky bunch of keepers while he
was out Sunday for three hours.
Lowell Wyatt took
a
whalloping 100 crappie, with the
444-r-N-X-r-r-Zrogi-E-X-M-XV.W.exer-NC-rAkiamasassi
aid of his wife.
"The big bass catch reported
to us this week was Mike Ernstberger with a 5Iu lb.,
largemouth taken on a green
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — present time; lower lake clear,
spinnerbait in the back of a Fishing for black bass and upper one-fourth lake murky to
cove.
crappie is fair to good at most muddy, rising, 10 feet above
Ken Lake
of Kentucky's major lakes, with pool, 61 degrees.
some limit catches being reKentucky — Crappie very'
Preston Harris reports big ported at a few lakes.
good in midsection tributaries
bunches of crappie taken
The lake by lake rundown on ruinnows and do-jigs in ineverywhere by everyone. With from the State Department of lets and bays; black "bass fair
the water tipping the sea wall Fish and Wildlife Resources:
on medium runner and spinners
once again. Preston says unless
Green — Crappie good on along shallow banks in inlets
the water and wind settle, it minnows in treetops and sti- and bays; white bass fair on
could look bad for the fishermen ckups; black bass fair in upper do-jigs below dam, four gates
next week, even in the bush. lake on artificial nightcrawlers; open; murky to muddy, rising
Several bass are being taken by clear to murky to muddy, ris- slowly, six feet above pool and
the fishermen that venture out. ing, one foot above summer 62 degrees.
Hugh Massey returned to the pool, 62 degrees.
Nolin — Black bass good in
dock with a nice string of bass
Grayson — Crappie fair on lower lake on surface plugs and
last week and a few other minnows in cover areas of in- artificial nightcrawlers along
fishermen are taking bass in lets and bays; black bass im- shallow banks; crappie good in
coves and in water two to six proving in upper lake on arti- upper lake on minnows in stifeet deep. Since the water is ficial nightcrawlers; clear to ckups; white bass fair below
muddy the darker color lures murky, stable, one foot above dam on do-jigs; clear to murky
seem to be the ticket.
pool, 64 degrees.
to muddy, rising, three feet
Fishtrap — Crappie good on above pool, 63 degrees,
Blood River
minnows in stickups; black
Barkley — Crappie good over
Elmer Williams says the bass by jigging big minnows in cover areas in inits and bays;
water's not doing him any good inlets and bays; dear, stable, black bass on medium runners
but he's toughing it out like three feet below summer pool, in inlets and bays; crappie
everyone Elmer reports Gene 65 degrees.
good and white bass fair on
Callioan's been taking limits on
minnows and do-jigs below
Crappie
exCumberlast---the ledges at 15 feet.
lake with many dam; muddy, rising, six feet
Henry Hicks has been pulling cellent in upper
minnows over above pool, 62 degrees.
slabs out,of the shallows and limits taken on
Barren — Black bass good in
cover;
black bass
submergec
Jim Pruitt's been drowning
improving in lower lower lake on surface runners
minnows in exchange for limits good and
lake on spinners and surface to along shallow banks; crappie
in the shallows.
jigging fair on minnows over drop-offs
Gerrold Mullonsf and Ed deep runners and by
white
bass
good
in and stump beds; clear, rising,
minnows;
Morgan both have been taking
five feet above pool, 63 degrees
south
fork
on
do-jigs;
trout
strings of slabs in the shallows
Dewey — Cr,pppie very good
below
dam;
tributaries
good
while Glen Mentor pulls the hog
on minnows in stickups; blueclear
to
murky,
main
lake
slab sides up from the deep
muddy, stable, one foot below gill fair on worms along shalwater ledges.
low banks; murky to muddy,
pool
and 63 degrees.
Don Glass, Mac Emerson, J.
stable, at pool, 62 degrees.
C. Heden and S. A. Foweler are
Dale Hollow — Black bass
Rough River — Crappie good
all taking big crappie while J. good with some limits on spring in south fork on minnows
R. Beckett pulls in half a limit lizards, big minnows and night- I around stickups in inlets and
from the shallow water bushes crawlers along rocky points; bays; black bass fair in south
in three to five feet of water.
crappie on minnows in sub- fork on deep runners along
The Land Between The Lakes merged treetops; clear, stable, deep banks; clear to murky to
turkey season had an all time three feet below pool, 60 de- muddy, rising, seven feet above
record turnout Saturday with gees.
pool, 61*egrees.
over 300 hunters after the King
Herrington — Black bass
Buckhorn — Crappie good on
of the Hills. Only nine turkeys good on deep runners and arti- minnows in submerged
treehave been taken the entire three ficial nightcrawlers along shal- tops; black bass fair
jigging
day season. Makes you wonder low banks; crappie good on nightcrawlers in
stickups; mudwho's smarter, man or the minnows in stickups; no white dy, rising slowly, seven
feet beturkery?
bass activity in Dix River at low summer pool 65 de rees.

Johnson

Check Big K For....

•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting EquiOment
• Archery Equipment
Chestnut Street

head for luck. So right there
they tackled me, but I wasn't
gonna let them cut my hair
without a fight. Then came a
long a big feller with a bowie

Outboard Mercury Dealer

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN

1

Well, when we got back to the
car, Mike and dad, says "every
successful turkey hunter has to
have a hunk of hair cut out of his

Mack & Mack

24 Hr. Wrecker Service —

1301 Chestnut

walked off down the powerline.
I knew where I was going. I was
gonna get where I'd heard that
torn the other day. So I walked
on down the road a little ways
and went out into the woods.
After sitting there a while I
decided to move on the next
ridge but still I was within 20
yards of the main road. I sure
didn't want to get lost in all
those big acres of trees, My
uncle says its about 170,000
acres.
After sitting down next to a
big tree and waiting out the
remaining minutes of darkness,
the whip-or-wills caught my
attention while giving their final
calls of the night. Then off in the
distance a barred owl hooted.
Uncle Joe Pat says this makes
the turkeys holler sometimes
but no gobbler was heard. I kept
perfectly still and listened hard.
All of a sudden I heard shish,
shish, flap, flap. "Must be
turkeys flying down from
roost," I told myself. That's the
way Uncle Joe said they
sounded.
Still I remembered what he'd
said about their sharp eyes, so I
kept still. I checked my 870-20
guage to make sure I'd loaded
her up with the No. 6's I brought
with me,in only a minute I was
satisfied and once again my
attention was glued to the
woods.
About 15 minutes had pas.4ed
when I distinctly heard a
rustling sound moving up the
ridge. Quickly I switched
positions. Then I saw him. A
giant gobble, I couldn't believe
my eyes. My heart was pounding so hard and fast I could
have sovrrn that turkey would
have heard it.
As he came on towards me,
the things I'd learned in the past
weeks began to roll over in my
mind."Shoot for the head" was
going over and over in my mind
as the gobbler came on, closer
and closer. Then something
happened, he must have seen
me. He began to turn away to go
off to my left. Realizing the
turkey was about to run off I
quickly raised my gun, leveled
off for the head and squeezed
the trigger.
I shot again as the turkey hit
the ground and once more for
good measure, cause my dad
had said to-he sure and empty on
him if I could. He was flapping
and kicking as I ran up to my
turkey. But again 1" remembered what Joe Pat had said
"Stand on his feet." And that's
just what I did.
Finally the turkey had
stopped flopping. He was mine
now. Thinking I still might need
some help, I yelled for dad and
it wasn't long til he he .showed
up with a big grin on his face.
He had no trouble telling I was
proud. It showed all over.
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Bob Dickson Saves Par To Take Celtics Even Series With Braves Take 2-0 Win
One-Stroke Lead In Nelson Golf 110-100 Win Over Knicks Over Mets Friday Night

to
ni
ts

"I think I'm finally playing
By DENNE H. FREEMAN, lure the American and British
Associated Press Sports Writer amateur titles in one year, won well enough to win," Palmer
DALLAS (AP) — Bob Dick- his first professional tourna- said. "I think my game has
come around. I'm hitting my
son got into trouble Friday in ment as a rookie—the
Haig
drives much longer and that
the second round of the Byron Open in 1968.
had been bugging me. I play
Nelson Golf Classic, but saved
He has struggled until this
par in a situation that would year when he took the San better than I have since Palm
have shaken him two years Diego Open. He has won over Springs. I'm still not putting
well ... I'm afraid to charge the
ago.
$55,000, led the Masters at one
Dickson shot a four-under-par point, and finished 10th in the hole because I might leave it
five feet past."
66 to take a one-stroke edge at Tournament of Champions.
Palmer, whose last victory
the 36-hole mark over Don Bies
"My confidence is riding at a
of Seattle, the first round lead- peak.. it's fun while it lasts," was in February at the Hope
Classic, has been perhaps the
er.
Dickson said.
steadiest player in the tournaThe big test for Dickson, who
His score was five under par
made birdie putts of 8, 10, 12 over the 6,932-yard Preston ment with two birdies and only
three bogies.
and 3 feet, came at the 553- Trail Country club layout.
yard par five 15th hole when he
Bies bogied three of the first
dunked his second shot in a five holes but rallied to add a
Lake. His fourth shot sailed one-over-par 71 to his firstover the green but he saved round 65.
par with a 40-foot putt from the
Lee Trevino, seeking to befringe.
come professional golf's fourth
"I've been playing with con- millionaire, withdrew with badfidence since I won at San ly strained muscles in his neck
Diego," Dickson said. That and chest. He will miss at least
was a good save I made. I've the next two weeks on the tour.
GOLF
been in this position before and
DALLAS — Bob Dickson took
. Julius Boros, at 54 seeking to
blown the whole round. Now, I become the oldest player to win the second round lead in the
just play it low key and get my a tour event, shot a two-under- 8150,000 Byron Nelson Classic
par."
par 68 and joined Roy Pace, with a four-under-par 66 for a
Dickson, who was the first Bert Yancey, David Graham, 36-hole total of 135.
man since Bobby Jones to cap- and Dan Sikes at 138.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — SandArnold Palmer, "hitting the ra Palmer took the first round
ball more solid than in ages," lead in $33,000 LPGA BirmingGolf Tourney
shot even par 71 to lurk back in ham Classic with a two-underTENNIS
the
pack at 141.
PIPESTEM, W. Va. (API —
GOTEBORG,Sweden — TopJim Kyle of Concord took low
seeded Stan Smith, of Sea
scoring honors with a 76 as the
Pines, S.C., gained the semiMountain Lions won the West
finals of the $50,000 Swedish
(Soessol MOW
Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic
6046-135
8.
Pro championships by defeat1-136
Don
p &C"Sn
Conference's Southern Regional
131
Julius Bores
ing Sweden's Dye Bengtson 6-2,
17/1
Serf
YON:99
Golf tournament here Thurs-71-1311
David Grabs*
6-4 after Dick Stockton, of Port
116
Don Sikes
day.
Z1
6
711131
Ilitoy Pace
Washington, N. Y. and Cliff
17-70-1)9
Tom Welskatd
Concord's team shot a total
7146-139
Rod Cori
Richey of Sarasota, Fla., had
7149-139
Lonny
Vrodkins
score of 324 in 18 holes to win
72-66-140
Dave Stock/on
been eliminated in the quarter70-70--140
Bert Greene
the tourney. West Virginia. Grier
7109-140
Jones
finals.
72-68-140
Leonard Thompson
State came in second with a
7149 140
Dwight Nisei
DENVER — Roscoe Tanner,
93.0-141
team score of 329, followed by
71141--141
Allim
BodE4M nik
Lookout Mountain, Tenn.,
of
74-67--141 Torn WO**
West Virginia Wesleyan with
740/0-141
Joht
beat Tom Leonard, of Los An71-70--141
330; Glenville with 332; West
71-70-141
geles, 6-3, 6-1 in the quarter-fi71-70-141
Virginia Tech with 338; Davis
11
411-73-1,
nals of the WTC United Bank
71-70-141
T
Elkins with 359 and Morris
7270-142
Ed
Classic.
73-69-142
If ruc• Fleteher
Harvey with 376.
TRACK and FIELD
61-74-...142
Ilroce Devlin
Hole Irwin
7170-142
PHILADELPHIA — VillaCharles Coed!
......... 70-72-142
Olsen Boy
nova's quartet splashed through
Gardner Dickinson
Chuck Courtney
:::14
4i
a driving rain and won the disLarry H I nson
7314-147
Wilt Hornenulk .
71-71-142
y
PASADENA, Calif. ( AP I —
tance medley in 9:43.6 for the
Jim Jamieson
75-61-143
Don I versan
i 7043-143
Los Angeles Ram defensive
eighth straight year at the
31rn Wiechers
-- 7449-10
Bobby Mitchell
7447-Na
star Merlin OLsen's wife, Susan,
Penn Relays.
/ton Cerro/Jo
73-70-143
awe' BaIrd...----- 72-71-143
has given birth•-to.-a_ boy--the
DES MOINES, Iowa — OlymGov Brewer ...... . ........ . . 71 72-143
Mill. Wy n
couple's first after two daugh73-70-,143
pic gold medalist Dave Wottle
Bob Rosbura
69-,4- n
Chi Chi RocIrlouel
ters.
68.74-143
anchored the Bowling Green
1
-obi-on Horrls
73-70-143
''He's a 7-11 bey," Olsen said
Bob Dorm,.
77-72-744
four-mile relay team to a meet
Miller Barber
70-74-144
of his son born Thursday at
76-69-144
elliv Zlobro
record of 16:19.6 at the opening
Bob Murphy
6476-144
Huntington Memorial Hospital.
Fred Marti
71-73-144
of the Drake Relays in sunny,
Billy Casper
74-70-144
-Seven pounds and 11 ounces."
windy weather.
Jerry Heard
60-75-144
JIm Colbert
72-72-144
BASKETBALL
7472-144
31rn Jrivell
;
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By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Momentum. Does Boston have that
edge now over the New York
Knicks? "I'm not going to say
anything about it," the Celtics'
Jo Jo White said, grinning.
"But we got them in Boston
last time—and we got 'em back
there again."
"Don't ask me about Los Angeles," Boston Coach Tom
Heinsohn sighed. "We can't afford to think about that. All we
can think about is Sunday."
That's what the Knicks have

Los Angeles Lakers swept to
the title in five games.
Now it's a dogfight again. On
Wednesday night in Boston, the,
Celtics watched a big lead
shrivel and die, then scrambled
for a 98-97 victory. And Friday
night in New York's Madison
Square Garden, they played the
Knicks evenly for 43 minutes,
then ran away behind Dave
Cowens, White and Havlicek,
for a 110-100 triumph that deadlocked the best-of-seven series
at three games apiece.
On Sunday in Boston the Celtics have a chance to relive a
bit of history: in the 1968 playoffs they trailed Philadelphia 31 in the Eastern finals, but won
the last three games and then
beat Los Angeles in six for the
NBA crown.
The Knicks haveno thoughts
of crumbling.
"There's no doubt in my
mind that we're the best ball
club," said New York's Earl
Monroe, who scored 22 points to
support teammate Walt Frazier's game-high 29. "We just
have to go out and prove it. We
have to go up there and win."
Just about everybody on and
off the court agreed that Cowens, who led Boston with 26
points and triggered a run of a
dozen straight points in the
closing minutes, made the difference Friday night.
Everybody but Cowens, that
is.
"I was pleased with the way
I played...but not especially
satisfied," said the 6-foot-9
Cowens, the NBA's Most Valuable Player, who hit from inside, outside and everywhere in
between, and- hauled in 14
rebounds, repeatedly muscling
the Knicks out from under the
boards.

to think about too. Two games
ago, they seemed to have the
National Basketball Association's Eastern Conference finals neatly wrapped up. They
led the Celtics 3-1 in the best-ofseven series, and Boston's captain and scoring leader, John
Havlicek, could barely raise his
right arm because of torn
shoulder muscles.
It looked like a cinch that the
Knicks would finish off the
C'elts and advance to the finals
for a rematch of last year's
championship series, when the

Sports In Department
Busby Pitches No-Hitter
-Brief
Over Detroit Tigers 3-0
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Soccer Match
VERA CRUZ, Mexico (AP)
— A Vera Cruz all-star team
defeated the New York Cosmos
1-0 in an exhibition soccer
match Thursday night. The
only goal was scored by Pedro
Damian in the 43rd minute of
the game.
The match was the second
played in Mexico by the 1972
.U.S. Soccer League champions.
The Cosmos, were defeated in
Mexico City Tuesday by the
America team of the Mexican
capital.
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NEW YORK — Boston Celtics
beat the New York Knicks 110100 and evened the NBA playoff
for the Eastern Conference title
at three games apiece.
_LSALT LAKE CITY----Hussia's Olympic champions
opened their United States tour
by beating the Utah college All
Stars 72-63.
BASEBALL
DETROIT — Steve Busby, a
rookie right-hander with Kansas City, pitched the first nohitter of the year in the major
leagues, blanking Detroit 3-0.

To the Citizens of Calloway County
From a Murray State Graduate

A few days ago I heard from a friend that
you fine people are considering Hafford
James for Sheriff. As a student at
Murray State, I had the pleasure of living
in the home of the James'. As you know,
you learn a lot about people when they
are in the privacy of their own home and
take off their public mask. Hafford, I am
pleased to say, wears no mask. He loves
his family and his community, and is
loyal to his friends, but above all, he is
loyal to what he believes is right. The
thing I respect most is his strength to
stand up for what he believes in. Many
times he- has set me straight, and as a
successful businessman today, I thank
him for his advice and sound judgement.
You could elect no finer man as sheriff
than Hafford James.
A -friend of Calloway County
Herman Dowdy
—
Covington,-Tennessee
'01 Ad. paid for by Herman Dowdy)
Class of 1961
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Steve Busby is a no-no for the
Detroit Tigers.
The Tigers couldn't get a hit
off the Kansas City rookie in
spring training—and continued
that frustrating inefficiency in
the regular season Friday
night. .
The 3-0 no-hitter, first in the
American League since 1970,
was called the "greatest thrill
of my life" by the 23-year-old
righthander. He used a different stragegy than in spring
training, when he and Doug
Bird combines for a no-hitter
against Detroit. "Down there at
Fort Myers, Fla., I tried to hit
spots," explained the blond
Busby, a onetime University of
Southern California student.
"Tonight I threw 75 per cent
fastballs and nearly all the rest
sliders."
In the other American
League games, the Texas
Rangers defeated the Milwaukee Brewers 4-2, the Cleveland Indians downed the California Angels 6-2 and the Oakland A's nipped the Baltimore
Orioles 4-3 in 12 innings. Two
games were rained out—Minnesota at New York and Chicago at Boston.
In the National League, the
Chicago Cubs trounced the San
Diego Padres 10-2, the Atlanta
Braves beat the New York
Mets 2-0; the Philadelphia
Phillies defeated the Cincinnati
Reds 3-1; the Houston Astros

nipped the Montreal Expos 6-5
in 10 innings, and the San Francisco Giants trimmed the St.
Louis Cardinals 5-0.
The no-hitter was the first
ever pitched by a Kansas City
player and the first in the
American League since Oakland's Vida Blue pitched one
against the Minnesota Twins on
Sept. 21, 1970,
Dick Bosman and Steve Foucalt scattered nine hits and Jeff
Burroughs drilled a two-run
single as the Rangers defeated
the Brewers.
Burroughs' hit in the third inning gave the Rangers a 3-0
lead and provided Bosman with
his second victory in five decisions this year.
Cleveland's Milt Wilcox, making his first start of the season,
flirted with a no-hitter for seven innings and wound up with a
three-hit victory over California.
The Indian right-hander, who
entered the game with a 7.36
earned run average, struck out
four and walked one while hitting two batters.
Designated
hitter
Angel
Mangual led off the 12th inning
with a home run to lift Oakland
over Baltimore. The shot over
the right field fence capped a
long-ball battle.
All seven runs in the game
came on homers. Boog Powell
and Don Baylor hit homers for
the Orioles while Joe Rudi and
Gene Tenace slugged homers
along with Mangual for the A's.

Colonels, Pacers
Begin Battle Today

Baseball Standings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Starting Times in EST
American League
East
W. I,. Pet. G.B.
ii 8 529 —
Baltimore
9 9 500 Nit
Detroit
/
4
f' 8 500 '1
Milwaukee
7 8 467 1
Boston
8 41 .421 2
Cleveland •
1
4
6 10 .375 2/
New York
,
West
1
4
9 5 .643 /
Minnesota
12 7 .632 —
Kansas City
5 .615 1
Chicago
8 7 .533 2
California
1
2
8 10 .444 3/
Oakland..
/
4
5 9 .357 41
Texas
day's-Ga•mat -Minnesota at New Yor.
poned
Chicago at Boston.'postponed
Kansas City 3, Detroit 0
Texas 4. Milwaukee 2
Oakland 4, Baltimore 3, 12 innings
Cleveland 6, Californ0 2
Saturday's Games
Baltimore (Palmer. 0-1) at
Oakland (Holtzman 3-1), 4:30
pm.
Cleveland (Perry 3-2) at California May 1-1), 10 p.m.
Milwaukee (Bell 2-2) at
Texas 1Stanhouse 0-2), 8:30
p.m.
Kansas City (Splittorf 3-1) at
Detroit(!Mich 1-3), 2115 p.m.
Minnesota (Kaatl-01 at New
York(Medich 1-0), 2 p.m.
Chicago (Bahnsen 2-1) at
Boston (Tiant 2-1), 2 p.m.
Sunday's Games
Baltimore at Oakland, 4:30
p.m.
Cleveland - at California, 5

National league

East
W. 1.. Pet. G.B.
11 3 .727 —
Pittsburgh
10 8 .556 1/
1
4
New York
9 8 529 2
Chicago
1
4
8 8 .500 2/
Philadelphia
/
2
7 9 .438 31
Montreal
2 14 .125 8'4
St. Louis
West
.773-1i
-ran
/
2
12 7 .632 31
Cincinnati
12 10 .545 5
Houston
/
2
8 11 421 71
Ian Angeles
711 .3898
Atlanta
San Diego' 7 r2 .350 .4
'Friday's Games
Chicago 10, San Diego 2
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh.
Atlanta 2, New York 0 .
-Philadelphia 3; Cincinnati 1
inHouston 6, Montreal 5.
nings
San Francisco'5, St. Louis 0
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles ( Messersmith 121 at Pittsburgh (Blass 0-1),
p.m.
San Diego (Norman 0-2) at
Chicago (Reuschel 1-1), 2:15

r

San Francisco (Willoughby 11) at St. Louis (Cleveland 0-2),
8 p.m.
Neve York ( Matlack 1-3) at
Atlantil(Reed 0-3), 8:06 p.m.
Philadelphia Ruthven 0-0) at
Cincinnati (Grilled 3-1). 8:05
p.m.
Montreal tRenko 1-11 at
Houston I Forsch 3-11, 8:30 p.m.
Sunday's Games
los Angeles at' Pittsburgh, 2
1:35 p.m.
San Diego at Chicago. 2:15
p.m.,
Vilwniittee at Texas:Al:1M - -San FrAvriaro ...SL Louis,
2:15'
p.m.
New York_at Atlanta. 2:15
K:insas City .at Detroit, 2:30
_
p.m
Philadelphia at ('incinnati'
Minnesota at New York.'1-, 1
2:15 pm
p.m.
Montreal at Houston. 3:00
• Chicago at Roston, 2 p.m

By HERSCHEL, NISSENSON,
Associated Press Sports Writer
When you're pitching for the
New-York Mets, baseball's latest hitless wonders, one bad
pitch is usually one more than
you can afford, so it was bad
news when Tom Seaver doubled
his limit Friday night.
They were consecutive pitches in the fourth inning after
Seaver had retired the first 11
Atlanta Braves. Hank Aaron
deposited the first one deep into
the left field stands for his
678th career home run and Darrell Evans parked Seaver's
next offering over the center
field .fence.
With Pat Dobson stifling the
Mets on three hits, that was all
the Braves needed for a 2-0
triumph.
Elsewhere in the National
League, San Francisco blanked
St. Louis 5-0, Philadelphia
downed Cincinnati 3-1, the Chicago Cubs swamped San Diego
10-2 and Houston nipped Montreal 6-5 in 10 innings. The Los
Angeles-Pittsburgh game was
rained out.
American League scores:
Kansas City 3, Detroit 0 as
Steve Busby pitched a no-hitter; Oakland 4, Baltimore 3 in
12 innings; Texas 4, Milwaukee
2; Cleveland 6, California 2.
Minnesota at New York and
Chicago at Boston were rained
out.

Aaron's home run was his
fifth of a season which thus far
has been homer or nothing. His
only other hits are a double and
a single and he's hitting only
.146. But he's now 36 away
from his run at Babe Ruth's
record of 714 homers.
San Francisco's Jim Barr
hurled a two-hitter and Tito
Fuentes drove in three runs

with a triple and sacrifice fly
as the Giants shut out St. Louis
and Bob Gibson for their fifth
consecutive triumph and 17th in
22 games. The Giants opened a
3/
1
4-game lead over Cincinnati
in the NL West.
Philadelphia's Steve Carlton
checked Cincinnati on four hits
for his fourth victory. The,
Phillies quickly got Carlton all
the runs he needed by jumping
on Ross Grimsley for two in the
first inning on singles by Larry
Bowa, Mike Anderson and Willie Montanez and an error.

Jose Cardenal drove in four
runs with a double and singlit
as Chicago whipped San Diego,.
Two-run doubles by Cardenal
and Rick Monday paced a sixrun explosion in the second inning. Milt Pappas became the
Cubs' ninth onegame winner.
Houston rallied for three runs
in the eighth inning to tie Montreal and edged the Expos In
the 10th on pinch hitter Jimmy
Stewart's first hit of the season,
a single that scored Jim Wynn.
HORSE RACING
HORSE RACING
NEW YORK — Greatful, 645, •
the longest shot in the field,
/
4 lengths over the
scored by 21
favored Sail For Home over a
sloppy track in the feature at
Aqueduct.
MIAMI — Manch', $14.60,
beat the even-money choice,
Apple Eater, by five lengths in
the Cinnamon Purse over a
muddy track at Gulfstream
Park.
CHICAGO — She Is Gorgeoul,
$5.20 won the Twilight Tear
Handicap at Arlington Park by
LI length over Royal Pussycat.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Colonels and Indiana Pacers begin battle today
in a best-of-seven series for the
American Basketball Association championship.
The teams split their eight
regular-season games, each
winning their four at home.
Some of the ABA's biggest
S will he matched in the
series, with Indiana's Mel DanieLs, George McGinnis, Roger
Brown. Donnie Freeman and
Freddie Lewis facing Kentucky's Dan Issel, Artis Gilmore, !Dine Dampier, Walt Simon and Rick Mount
Mount aided the Pacers in
their 1972 title win before he
vas sold to Kentucky.
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Insects Attack Tobacco Plants

['FAN t. I•

Gregory says the best way to
control the flea beetle in the bed
is to rake in two-thirds of a
pound of Di-Syston 15 percent
granular material into the top
one or two inches of soil. If you
didn't get this done before
seeding the bed, you can
sprinkle the same amount of DiSyston over the bed and then
water the bed lightly but
thoroughly to carry the
material into the soil. Di-Syston
is a systemic insecticide, which
means it will be taken into the
plant tissue to protect the plant.
After the seedlings reach the
seven-leaf stage, Sevin can be
used to control flea beetles.
For cutworn problems in the
tobacco bed, Gregory recommends Dylox bait. You can
prepare this bait yourself by
thoroughly mixing one-half
pound of Dylox 80 percent SP
with 10 pounds of corn meal. Be
sure to wear rubber gloves
during the mixing operation.
Scatter the material over the
plant bed. A bath and a change
of clothes should follow the
preparation and use of the bait.
Slugs
are
especially
troublesome
during
wet
weather. They can be controlled
with rnetaldehyde bait. This
bait should be scattered on the

I CAN'T GET ALON6
WITH THIS FAMILY!!

soil around the base of the
plants. Be sure no to get any of
the bait on the plants, says
Gregory.
What about insect control in
the tobacco field? Gregory
recommends the setter water
treatment as a safeguard
from
attack
against
wireworms. This consits of
adding 1.5-3 ounces of Diazinon
50 percent wettable powder per
50 gallons of water. Preliminary
results of University of Kentucky tests show this treatment
to he as effective as disking in
granular materials. The water
treatment has also shown no
phytotoxic tendencies - it does
not burn or distort the plants.
On land which has been in sod
three years or longer, Gregory
says it is a good idea to utilize
soil insecticides. Spread on
granular insecticide and disk
three to five inches into the sod
at least two weeks before
transplanting.
The
UK
specialist says that in most
cases, Preventative insecticides
are
not
recommended.
However, soil insects are difficult to detect before transplanting, and there is no good
way to get at them after transplanting.
For insects which attack the

n

.

rl

leaves and stems of the plants in
the field, such as flea bettles,
budworms, hornworms and
aphids, a number of materials
are mailable in spray form.
These are listed in a publication
entitled "Insecticide Recommendations for Tobbacco Fields
-1973"(Ent-15) available from
county Extension agents. Some
materials which are generally
effective against foliar insects
are Thiodan, Lannate, and
Agodrin. These and other
materials are rated in the
publication as good,fair or poor
in controlling various insects.
They are also rated as low,
moderate or high in being
hazardous to humans.
Gregory stresses that foliar
insecticides should not be used
unless and until insect infestations reach economically
damaging levels. Also, the
effectiveness of the materials is
shortlived, so make sure the
insects are in the field and
causing damage before applying an insecticide. If you
apply the material too early, it
may be too degraded to be effective at the time when infestation becomes serious.
Since many of these insecticides are highly poisonous
to humans, Gregory stresses
that it is very important to read
and follow the directions on the
lables carefully.
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Lexington, Ky. - Burley
tobacco growers know that it is
necessary to maintain a constant vigil against the insects
which wage war on the tobacco
crop. Wesley W. Gregory,
Extension entomologist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture, has some tips on
controlling some of the most
common tobacco insect pests.
The flea beetle is a bothersome insect throughout the
tobacco growing season.
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City
Ordinance

1 1M1.61HEREEMEN 'I El' Ell El El
0
WANTED TO RENT

_T

FOR SALE

Ell 'I n:

C.

753-19

l';
71

FOR SALE

WANT TO RENT three bedroom FENCE SALE-Chain link ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
Murray or surrounding fencing now on sale at Sears. Call Mayfield, Kentucky on the
home,
ORDINANCE NUMBER 579,
area. Couple with three children, Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
ORDINANCE
BEING
AN
ages 3, 5, and 7. Children well estimate. Expert installation also pickup camper, toppers. We also
FURTHER AMENDING behaved. Phone 753-3164.
A30C available.
April 28C rent campers by the week or
ZONING ORDINANCE NUMweekend. Call 247-8187 or 489BER 491 OF CITY OF MURRAY, WANT TO RENT two or three
A28C
Sears. Sears 2303.
KENTUCKY, SO AS TO bedroom unfurnished house in GUTTERING BY
per
gutters,
installed
seamless
REZONE A CERTAIN ZONING West Murray with occupancy by
your specifications. Call Larry THREE BEDROOM doubleON
AS
hiAP
ZONING1STR ICT
D
May 15. Will give lease. Phone Lyles
at 753-2310 for free wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
ATTACHED TO 753-5657.
M1C estimate.
May 12C Homes, South Beltline Highway,
491
ORDINANCE NUMBER
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443AND MADE A PART THEREOF
PORTABLE TELEVISION, 19", 6150.
A28C
CARD OF THANKS
AND
REFERENCE;
BY
black and white. One year old,
AMENDING ZONING MAP
like new, $75.00. Phone 753-3976, HOUSE TO be moved or torn
ATTACHED TO AND MADE A
A30C down. $2,000.00. House is in good
frilenw
ds
oul
adndlik
neeigh
tboth
rsanit
foraalll
i th
the
e after 5:30p.m.
,condition, complete with wiring,
PART OF ZONING ORDIANCE
food and flowers. Also to the 11.00
NUMBER 491 AND AMENplumbing and gas furnace. Sixty
SEARS
22.1'
chest
freezer,
good
p.m. to 7:00 a.m. shift at Murray
DREMFEENRETSNCETHRAsETOm E16131;_
days to remove. Located at 9th &
Hospital. May God bless you all. condition, $100.00. Phone 7530691.
A30C Sycamore,phone 753-3018. A28C
The family of Roy, Pool,
BODY THE CHANGES SET
Rosell, Ronnie, Bill, and Irene
FORTH IN THIS ORDINANCE.
Pool.
ITC STARCRAFT CAMPERS. Shasta 24" BOY'S bike, like new. Phone
THE
ORDAINED
BY
BE IT
and Golden Falcon, travel 753-5100,
A28C
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C
CITY OF MURRAY, KENIN MEMORY
HARMONY GUITAR, brand
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO.BEAUTIFUL
AKC registered toy
WIT:
In loving memory of Jesse Sexton poodle puppies, white, black or new. wig sacrifice for $35.00
SECTION I: The following who passed AWN April 29, 1972 silver. Male or female. 6 weeks Phone 753-0930 after 5:00 p.m.
:
Monday through Friday. M1NC
described area of City of Murray,
old. Price $50.00 to $55.00. Phone
Kentucky, as shown on zoning Memories are treasures none can 753-4469.
M3C ELECTRIC RANGE,
white,
map incorporated in Zoning steal,
Frigidaire, in good condition.
dinance Number 491 and all Death is a heartache no one can
Priced reasonable. Phone 753amendments
thereto
by heal.
DRESSER $15.00. Twin bed with
M1C
reference, is hereby rezoned The blow was so hard, the shock springs. Fireplace screen. 0502.
from "R-2 Residential District" too severe,
Lounge chair. Dinette set, $15.00. ADAM'S HARD
surfaced plow
to "R-4 Residential District", to - As little we thought his death was Couch, $20.00. Coldspot
air points, regular points to fit most
Wit.
90 near.
conditioner, $35.00. Phone 753- plows. Disc blades,
for all discs,
Beginning at a point 177.2 feet Only those who have lost a dear 4909.
M3C coulter blades and plow shins.
south and 310 feet east of the one can tell,
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. ITC
southeast intersection of South The pain of parting without a RIDING
MOWER, 26". Extra
9th Street and Glendale Road; farewell.
good condition. Phone 753SADDLE MARE, gentle for
thence south 1090.8 feet to a point For dearly we loved him in life,
6533.
A30C anybody. Phone 492-8360.
M1C
on the south city limits; thence Now in death, and we always will
east 516.75 feet to a point on the
Wife, Loyse Sexton and brother SOFA-CHAIR, Early American
ELECTRIC POLES, used. Over
south city limits; thence north Rudy Holland and Harlan
style. Green naughahyde with 100 of them. Phone
Robinson
1090.8 feet to a point; thence west
Bowden family.
1TP wood trim, one year old. In exTrucking Company, 753-5167 or
526 feet to a point of beginning
cellent condition, $200.00. Older 489-2189.
M1C
SECTION II: The zoning map
refrigerator in good condition,
of City of Murray, Kentucky
MUSIC
$15.00. Phone 753-5625.
A3OP MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two
dated the 30th day of January,
bedrooms, furnished. Phone 753Repair.
1969, attached to and made a part PIANO TUNING and
ARC REGISTERED three year 9704.
M 1P
of Zoning Ordinance Number 491 Jerry Cain, 753-871t Registered old black
doberman dog. Strictly
by reference, is hereby amended craftsman Piano Technician a guard dog. This dog is a beauty.
ARC REGISTERED toy poodle
TFC
and changed so as to coincide Guild.
If sold quickly will sell cheap. puppies, $65.00 and $70.00. Phone
with the provisions of this orA30C 753-2729.
PIANO
TUNING-Repair. Phone 489-2154.
M1C
dinance. The clerk of the City of
rebuilding. Prompt expert serMurray, Kentucky, is directed to
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt CLEARANCE SALE. Letter FLOOR FAN,20"safety Superior
amend said zoning map so as to
pianos for side. Ben ,W. Dyer, holders, $3.00. Walnut jewelry electric. One year old, $12.50. 617
eal the zoning provisions of
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753. box, $5.00. Hat rack, $3.00. Ella Drive.
M 1P
this ordinance.
8911.
TFC Portable sewing cabinet, $8.00.
SECTION III: Any protion of
A3ONC MOBILE HOME, 10'x40', two
Phone 753-1712.
Ordinance Number 491 and all SPINET -CONSOLE
piano.
bedrooms, set up and unamendments thereto which may
Wanted responsible party to take CARPET SALE; While it lasts derpenned. Air conditioner, and
be in conflict with this ordinance
over spinet piano. Easy terms. "Buy good carpet cheap." Heavy automatic washer included
are hereby repealed to the extent
Can be seen locally. Write Credit shags, many colors to choose Enjoy summer swimming and
of such conflict and to such exManager, P.O. Box 276, from, $3.95 sq. yd. Rubber back sports in the club like attent wily. In all other respects,
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. A28P tweeds, 12 and 15 ft. widths, only mosphere. Call 388-9683 to in-Ordinance Number 491 and all
$2.99 sq. yd. Many colors to spect. Available imamendments thereto are hereby
choose from 12 and 15 ft. widths, mediately.
1TC
FOUND
reaffirmed.
LOST &
heavy plush carpet only $3.95
CERTIFIED AS APPROVED
square yard. 12 and 15 ft. widths,
BY
THE ZONING
AND LOST BEAGLE, wearing Illinois heavy pattern carpet, HiLo $3.95 ,ARMSTRONG'S best line or 4 ply
found
nylon whitewall tires.
Bess.
If
PLANNING COMMISSION OF I.D. tag with name
sq. yd. New sprinted carpet,
A28C
775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- phone 753-0386. Reward.
rubber back only $3.95 square
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
TUCKY, ON March 29, 1973. .
yard. Vinyl cushion floor, $2.25
William A. Franklin
LOST BLACK female German square yard, and mobile floor yd. 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
Secretary of Zoning and
shepherd in the New Concord- Thousands and thousands of
Planning Commission of City Cherry Corner vicinity. Reward yards in stock. Come see and ply polyester 78 series whitewall
offered. Phone 436-2280 or 436- save. No waiting, we have what tires.
of Murray, Kentucky
2173.
M1C we advertise in stock. Paschall F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 + $2.42
ADOPTED
ON
FIRST
Discount
House,
Hazcl, G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60
READING BEFORE THE
Kentucky. Phone 492-9733. Open H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 +'$2.80
COMMON COUNCIL OF CITY
FOR SALE
six days a week,8-5.
A3OP J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, ON
Armstrong's best line of
THE 26 DAY OF APRIL, 1973. NEW 19" color Television, $299.95 SWIVEL ROCKER. Phone 753- polyester glass belted whitewall
Holmes Ellis
while they last. Ftoby Sales, High- 5114.
A30C tires.
Mayor, City of Murray, Ken- way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54
tucky
2c
'178 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
ATTEST:
FOR SALE
1178 x 14 or 15- - $21.98 + $2.96
LATE MODEL boat, beautiful
Sanford Andrus
two
1968
Chevrolet
Sharp
Clerk, City of Murray, Kentucky condition. Complete for $1850.00.
door hardtop, custom
J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 + $3.02
Phone 753-6262. You must see.
Impala, V-8 automatic with
ITC
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13
May 21C
power, new tires, light
Armstrong's best line of
'
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
green, $1095.00.
polyester steel belted whitewall
1967 Chevrolet Impala,
tires.
It
ORMOM OHO
two door hardtop, V-8 with
F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13 + $2.68
OMB MGM@ ORO
2 SOw
ACROSS
=MAO MOMMRP
power and air, automatic,
3 Mournlul
I Reo
properw
ot
MEIMI3 On
burgundy with black vinyl
4 Teutonic dely
G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27 + $2.87
OOMU
OMR
omam
5 Wife of tsar
top, $5595.00.
e Cut
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58 :-. $3.10
OMB
QMMOBORMO
6 Proca painfully
11 Landis
1968 Oldsmobile
MO Mug 00m OR
Armstrong Polyester glass
7 Gaelic
12 Manna anal
Delmont, t.vo door hardtop
OMMIDOMDEIN 011M
belted wide 70 series with raised
14 Imitated
8 Contend
MOM OM0 MORM
with power, light green
.15 Get to
white letters.
9 Latin
MM 00M0
:
edale
isc
N
condbo
oi
olgwi
11:
198
7 L
with black vinyl top,
conjunction
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
W0001310
06MMMO
10 Cowboy
$695.00.
H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81
MOM MOO@ ONO
$3.09
competitions
1968 Plymouth Sports
00M
00MMM
000
Armstrong nylon glass belted
course
11 Dinner
20 Place
Satellite, two door hardtop
wide 60 series with raised white
13 Memoranda
28 Winged
35 Gratings
21 Cooled lava
with
power and air,
16 Tolled
letters.
Light shoe
38 Woody plant
22 ThrOW
19 Climate (poet / 29 Cubic meter
automatic, white, $650.00.
G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18
39 Decorate
/ Plant
23 Cooke,
20 Undergarments 30 Wildcats
ctuno
knorcow
4 1 Greek letter
2
24
8 Skei
1.60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.66
Sharp 1968 Mustang V-8
22 Pigs
31 Fierce
42 Negnto
Armstrong's best highway
automatic with new tires,
23 Collect
32 Mistakes
44 Near
27 Kind of bean
tread.truck tire, tube type.
avacado green, $1150.00.
33 R‘fver in France 46 Negative
25 By way of
Rock
GLEN STARKS
elacles
34328291
650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
-ALMO, KY.
Fork prong
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
PHONE 753-2753
35
38 Coarse hominy
37 Note of scale
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
Urge ort
CHEVROLET-1961 Bel Air, 750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
Worthless
automatic. Ratho for Chevrolet 825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
38
riess
(siang)
39 Pestle Wes
truck. Tractor mower. Team 900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 -4- $7.33
40
1 Note of scale
mower. Garden cultivator. Also 1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 -+ $9.10
996 pounds of burley tobacco for 1000 x 22 -- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
.Ei
l sout
1.4.vpeo.p
eta
42
3 :y
leaf. Phone 489-2143.
AMC Armstrong's best lug or
7 All
45
.tractign type truck tire.
MOBILE HOME 12'x60'-1969, 600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
48 Wanders,
two bedrooms with utility. Phone 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.14 -I-. $2.89
DOWN
753-5699.
A28P 700 x 15 -- 6 ply, $23.30 .4- 83.33
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $30.1114-$4
1 Come into
view
104 CAMPER and Ford camper 825 x 20 - 10-ply, $63.89 + $7.25
special truck with 13,500 actual 900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 -4 $8.51
miles. Camper has shower,stove, 1000 *20 -12 ply, $83,21 + $10.52
furnace; refrigerator, hot water 1000 x 22 - 12 ply, $87.61 4- 711.50
heater, water pump. Phone 753- Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Di tr. by United Fe lure Syndicate, Inc.
25
5742.
A28C Benton, Ky.
May 9C

FOR SALE

TRAIL BIKES; Hork
Honda SLITS. Can be
Sunset Drive or phone
9381.

350 HONDA, 197242,
will let take over pi
$150.00. Also 1962 Co
Phone 435-4585.

REMOVE CARPET
spots; fluff beaten doo
Blue Lustre. Rent
$1.00. Big K, Belair
Center.

SKI BOAT and run
model with 60 H. P. Ji
sun top and good is
pletely equipped and
‘11 for $1175.00 Phoni
3376.

COMPARE, SAVE
aluminum gutters. A1
Installation. "I
available". Phone 75;
8992.
MOVING: MUST
registered poodle.
8182.

HOUSE TRAILEF
completely furnishig
condition, $2,000.00.
4231.

ONE ROW tobacco s(
753-1875.

SOFA BED and et
8rnrn Kodak movie
projector, $40.00. (
fishing motor ((
$30.00. Phone 753-2695

CHEVROLET-1960.
body, but new comp',
engine. New Realistig
never been used. Fi
SS mag wheels. Ph
after 5:00 p.m.

SEWING MACHINE
duty, full size. Re@
Sale $47.99, Heavy 4
regular $99.95. S
Deluxe zig zig. Reg
Sale $95.47. Super de
Regular $159.95. S
Roby ,Sales, Highwa:
Kentucky.

BOAT, TRAILER, al
motor, $250.00. Pho
between noon and 4:3

TRUCK LOAD* sale
Edison air conditio
BTU,$184.25. 17,000
20,000 BTU, $260.62.
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,'
Sales, Highway 6
Kentucky.

CAMPERS! CAMPE
full of them at prices
believe, starting at I
type,fold down and n:
New and used. At Bi
Corner, located at E
Homes, 3900 Clarks
Paducah, Ky. Phon(
Information,443-6150

PORTABLE TELEN+
Zenith, black and Iv
Baby's car seat, $3.0
spring action horse,
753-4783, after 5:00 p.1

Crossword Puzzle

NANCY
HEY, KID-WANT' TO
MAKE A
DOLLAR 2

JUST BLOW
MIS HORN
WHENEVER
I'M ABOUT

SURE --WI-4 AT DO
YOU WANT
ME TO

TO _cRASH
INTO THE
FENCE

DO?

B,ALL
PARK

-defearre.111.•S•••.• rd./AV"-,

LIL' ABNER

111111110111111111111ll
11111111iiii=111111ffi 2° MI

'

11111111111111111131111111111111

If

C.ra.

611111Mti:KINIMMIIIIIgii11111
111111111M11111111111FiM1111
011:IiiiiN111111111116.1111111111
1111111111111111M1161111111111111

CASE 222-12 H.P.
tractor with 44" n
only one season.
condition, $1,050.00.
Case gr
wcart' $95.00.
used very little, $85.1
trailer with 12" wt
$275.00. 6'x8' trai
Fancy dog house,
753-4874

BEDROOM DRAPI
bedspread. Excellen
Phone 753-5544.

KENTUCKY'S 1
variety of pistols. Bu

t,i
s
ces
ug
.,l
rlitundalepe(
snnsi
i:i
reasonable
64
c.00(kip
fromdu
Stores,ya

p.m.

VA LOANS,no down
qualified veteran.
pay. Drive on out
Clarks River Bridge
Bank financing on
Mobile Homfs,,
Beltline Highway,
443-6150.

CREOSOTE POLE!
and treated fence pl
Lumber Company.
Street

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton 116'x197' LOT on sycamore
TRAIL BIKES; Honda SL70 and'
Honda SLI75. Can be seen at 1621 engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. Extended, close to new high
Briggi & Stratton engine, power school. Phone 753-9174 or 436-2135
Sunset Drive or phone 753A28c reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding after 5:00 p.m.
A30C
9381.
mower, 25" cut, Briggs &
Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.
350 HONDA, 197242, $600.00, or riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & TWO LARGE water front lots in
Subdivision. $4500.00
will let take over payments for Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. Blood River
436-2427 or after
Phone
both.
for
$150.00. Also 1962 Comet, $65.00. riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
MaylIP
8:00 p.m. 753-8997.
Phone 435-4585.
M1P Stratton engine, electric start,
6399.95. Roby Sales iiighway 68,
OWNER; two wooded lots,
May2C BY
REMOVE CARPET. paths and Benton, Kentucky.
Sharpe Street, beside park,
spots; fluff beaten down nap with BLUE Lustre not only rids near schools, shopping center
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer carpets of soil but leaves pile soft university. Phone 606) 549$1.00. Big K, BeLore Shopping and lofty. Rent electric sham- 2494.
MaylIC
Center.
A28C pooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
EIGHT acres, just off
Points.
A28C TWENTY
Kentucky Lake, on Ledbetter
SKI BOAT and runabout. 1968-,
Church Road. Over 20,000 trees
model with 60 H. P. Johnson. Has KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
have been planted here. Phone
any
to
adjusts
that
specialist
rug
Corn.
sun top and good trailer.
M4P
5:00 p.m.
pletely equipped and ready to go. menet. New and used vacuums 753-6955 after
for sale. For demonstration
All for $1175.00. Phone 753A28NC Phone Mike Hutchens, your local THREE BEDROOM house, north
3376.
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- of Murray. Two baths, den with
Mayl9C fireplace, central heat and air,
COMPARE, SAVE Seamless .0359.
and many extras. Phone Benton
aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter
M4P
Installation. "Financing CONSOLE-SPINET piano. 527-8529.
available". Phone 753-8407 or 753- Wanted responsible party to
house, air
8992.
May 23NC assume payments on console TWO BEDROOM block
spinet piano. Easy terms. Can be conditioned, paneled, electric
seen locally. Write Credit heat. Located Po miles south,
MOVING: MUST sell AKC
Manager, 2341, East Virginia, just off 641. Phone 1-382-2479
registered poodle. Phone 753Indiana 47711. M1C anytime or 753-3455 after 5:00
Evansville,
A30C
8182.
M1P
pm
WANT TO BUY

HOUSE TRAILER, 10'z55',,
'ROTIEE
completely furnished. In good
Ti) BUY small foreign
condition, e2,000.00. phone 437. WANT
to
$300.00
of
range
price
Axic car in
************s
4231.
$400.00. Phone 753-6955 after. 5:00
M1P
SPECIAL! 71
ONE ROW tobacco setter. Phone PmM1P
753-1875.
WANT TO BUY used panel or
and
pickup truck, 1968 or later Phone
SOFA BED and chair, $40.00. 753-5808.
A28C
8mrn Kodak movie camera and
projector, $40.00. Good small WANT TO BUY; good used pool•
* on Softball Jerseys *
fishing motor (Champion), table. Phone 489-2563, after 5:00
at
M1C p.m.
$30.00. Phone 753-2695.
A28C

Team Imprinting

*

I

CHEVROLET-1960. Not good
body, but new completely rebuilt
engine. New Realistic car stereo,
never been used. Five Chevelle
SS mag wheels. Phone 753-8133
M1C
after 5:00 p.m.
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Team Prices I

AUTOS FOR SALE
TRUCK 1970 Dodge D-600, 175"
W.B., 361 cu. eng., 2-speed 17,000
lb. axle, 5-speed transmission.
Brand new 900x20-12 ply tires,
radio. $2475.00. Near Harpole
A30C
Grocery,Hwy.94 west.

Route Salesman
Murray Area
Ambitious young man, sales experience helpful
but not required. Guaranteed weekly salary, plus
commission. Six paid holidays, paid vacation, paid
insurance for employee and family. High school
or equivalent

CHEVROLET IMPALA 1971,
four door hardtop, vinyl roof,
power and air, 21,000 miles. Just
like new, $2,350.00. Phone 436A30C
2368.
CHRYSLER-I964-300, power
steering, power brakes, air,
automatic. Fine condition.
$400.00. Phone 767-4745, between
noon and 4:30p.m.
A30C

In,Phi U. S Pal CM -API
01fl b UMW Femur.

SERVICES OFFERED

Relief

Lettering

Misrusing

Xisual

dyertising
8iffi g3c.rewIti

Pa'rated Signs

"For All Your Sign Painting

Industrial Towel &
Uniform Service

lac

SERVICES OFFERED

Old=

Apply May 1-2 (3:00-7:00 p.m.)
Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky.

SKYLARK-11170, loaded. Must
sell. Wrecked, partially rebuilt
with all needed parts includeed.
Also 1969 Catalina convertible,
neecis some body and motor
repair. Both autos $2400.00.
Phone 753-0588.
A3OP

"FORGET IT, MAC THAT EXHAUST
60017 UNTIL AT LEAST 19'76."

WALLACE *
1200 Steel
Book Store it
Aye. Needs"
Ph. 7534276
(Beh;nd J&S Oil CO

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Another View

MUSTANG-1966, V8 engine,
automatic, $895 00. Phone 7530001 or see at 1654, Calloway. M1C

•••••4.•••••••••••••••••

WANTED

FOR RENT

Framing

MOBILE HOME, 10'x55', two
bedroom, air conditioned, gas
heat. Phone 753-3108, after 5:00
A30C
p.m.
TRAILERS, 10' and 12 wide.
Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at
314 Sycamore Street or phone 753M3C
1551.

Sub-Contractors

If you have an adequate crew, tools and transportation,
we have subcontract work available for you. Plenty of
work year around in all areas. For more information
apply or call Jack Smiddy, 2093, South Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., 4424479.
•••••••••••••••••••••••44•••••••••••••••••:

income? For
FOR SUMMER-boys. Four WANT A second
part time, set
work
to
.opportunity
bedroom house, near university.
financial
Furnished. Phone 753-3895 or 753- own hours, have
A30C security. Phone 753-1470. Mayl1C
3482.
NOW RENTING-trailers for
summer months, near university,
air conditioned. Mobile Home
Village, 753-3895 or 753-3482. A30C

limillP.15550115555POO PAPPIP

IF YOU have a proven sales
potential or think you can sell,
and have desire to earn $500.00 to
$1000.00 a month and are willing
to work, we want to talk to you.
You must have a car, be over 21
years old, have a neat appearance, we need two men or
women in your area. For personal interview write to Mr. John
W. Isbell, Box 442 Fulton, Ky. Zip
code 42041, giving age, sex, address and telephone number. MC

SITUATIONS
WANTED
School Teacher desires
S.
full-time clerical or sales
RAY'S LOUNGE, South Fulton,
work during summer
three
rent
or
Every
BUY
nite
duplex
Tennessee.
uniHREE
ROOM
Thursday
WANT"TO
colorful characters
months.
apartment, 213 Elm
furnished
bedroom house in or near "Wolfeman And The Pack." SUMMER HEAT won't stop ...but WILL PAINT
walls or nursery or child's Street. Rent $75. 00 per month. S. Reply Box 320
Murray. Phone Steve Sammons Open 7:00 p.m., close 12:00 your air conditioner will, if not on
the Murray
midnight. Must be 18 years old. serviced properly. Call Morris room, such as one in
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy at 753-9297.
Phone Paducah, Ky., 898-3216 for
Library.
Public
County
Calloway
Service,
Sales
Refrigeration
&
M1C
M3P
Have proof of age on you. May 7C
duty, full size. Regular $79.95.
appointment.
\‘&11101M.MMILII&M
iPlease call Mrs. Adams 753-19e2.
753-7205.
May2C
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig
WANTED RECEPTIONIST, List
PART & FULL TIME
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96. WILL BUY or trade old guns,
qualifications and give three
WILL DO any type of carpenter
ALMO TRUCK STOP
DAY COUNTER HELP E
Deluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95. used guns, or new guns. Will buy
work. Large or small jobs. New ASPHALT PAVING-driveways, MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms references. Write P.O. Box 32-F,
Now open 7 days
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig. laying hens. Phone 753-6940. Ma
NEEDED
with two baths, air. Located Fox Murray,Ky.
A30C
or remodeling Phone 7535:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m."
may 30c parking lots, seal coating. For Meadows. Phone 753-2744 after
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37. 16C
7955
Ford
Must be neat, clean and 0
,free estimate phone Joe
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Plate Lunches
A30C
6:00p.m.
&Construction
Company,
ependable. Apply in 0
_ __Mon. tigii Fri.
May 2C WANT TO BUY; sail boat,
Kentucky.
WE MOW lawns or will do
OPPORTUNITY
nUSINESS
May 30C
person from 2-5 p.m.
d
Mayfield, 247-6937.
Sunfish, Sailfish, or equal cla
SpeciaTties
6
house,
brick
BEDROOM
TWO
trimming. Phone 437-4296. A30C
0
Contact
Mr.
Larry
2
Bareel
753BOAT, TRAILER, and outhosrd Phone 753-0276, or 753-6386 after
Phone
Murray.
Catfish Dinners, Steak ,
miles east of
M1C
• A nes-Mgr. at Burger Chef,
motor, $250.00. Phone 767-4745 5:00p.m.
A28C •
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Dinners, Chicken Dinners
5491 after 6:00p.m.
MANAGEMENT&
•2 1304 West Mal&
•
between noon and 4:30 p.m. A30C.,
and
Plumbing-electrical-roofing
Owner:
awing
Mrs.
Clifford
•
•
WANT TO BUY camper for short
10
MANAGEMENT
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Hughes
•!..miLwaLmoolokwftlklimil
FURNISHED AMETMENT
TRUCK LOAD' sale Thomas A. wheel base truck. Phone 753TFC
753-7625
nights.
Management:
Margaret
L.
•
Living
.
.
University
adjoining
•
A3OP
44 TRAINEES
Edison air conditioners. 10,000 4698.
•
Reeder
WANTED SOMEONE to live in
and dining area, kitchen 2 large •
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
• BULLDOZER WORK: trucking,
•
with elderly lady. Must send
closets, hall, bath, one bedroom,
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, COUPLE RETIRING in fall 73,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
openings
Immediate
• references immediately to Route
wall to wall carpet, good fur$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby arriving May 21 at Wilson Realty, INDIVIDUALS INTERESTED in topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
available. Must be neat, •
Complete
•
Box 142, Murray,Ky.
niture, air conditioning. Phone •
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, desiring house with 5 acres more selling merchandise at Flea or 354-8161. after 5:00 p.m. TFC
• clean, enthusiastic, • 2,
a 42071.
M4P
•
Remodeling
Happy
Hollow
at
753-8648.
Market
May 2C or less. Call Loretta, Wayne or
Kentucky.
to
capable
be
• energetic and
•
M2C
Amusement Park in Aurora,
Don.
AIR (1)%1PRES.SORS
FREE ESTIMATE
assuming responsibilities.
•
Kentucky, on May 5, and 6, from
& tier iceAttractive salary ranging •
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot Family, from out of state
•
air
electric,
ALL
474-2351,
TRAILER,
call
dusk,
to
a.m.
10:00
•
of
outside
bedroom,
4
or
3
desires
couldn't
week
I
you
!ELAND
per
.11X
$150
to
prices
$110
at
IR
from
COMPRESS(
full of them
Over 21 Years Old
•
conditioned. Two bedrooms. •
or 474-2288. Sponsored by the
753-0%1
•
CO.
other benefits offered. •
and
believe, starting at $450.00. Full city. Wants possession June. Call
Male or Female
distance
walking
within
A27C
Inc.
Funland,
'LAs..ated
Aurora
Da%
753-10“-',
,r
type,fold down and motor homes. Loretta, Don, Wayne, 753-4079,
Morning or evening
"'HOUSE PAINTING-exterior, of campus. $75.00 per month. • Contact Mr. Dailey in •
• person or send resume to •
New and used. At Bill's Camper 753-9912 or 753-5086.
interior-city, or farm. Quality Water furnished. No pets. Phone •
University professor arriving
Chef, 1304 West •
J
&
C
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
priced.
•
reasonably
work,
•
A28C • Burger
* ELECT *
753-1203.
Main.
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road, in May, desiring 3 bedroom,
437Phone
Contractors.
'"""
MGT*
Painting
'
yards
WILL MOW
8257
after
6:00p.m.
A30C
Call
baths.
2
room,
family
for
collect
Phone
Ky.
Paducah,
DOT PHILLIPS
May INC THREE
4712.
furnished
ROOM
A28C Lorettnelobs, Don Nanny, Wayne
information,443-6150.
County Court Clerk
conditioned,
air
apartment,
Wilson at Wilson Realty.
CARPET CLEANING - ProfesClerk's Office open on Sat.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & sional. Commercial or residential electric heat, private entrance. BICYCLE DEALERSHIPS
PORTABLE TELEVISION, It"- Out of state family arriving at
With capability
and the noon hour.
Electric. Repairs made on all jet at reasonable prices. Free $70.00 per month. Couples only. available. Manufacturer wants to
Zenith, black and white, $25.00. Wilson Real Estate for 3
Pol. Ad pa.d by D Phdlops,
A28C
753-1203.
Phone
pets.
No
and
well
submersable
dining
pumps. 74 estimate. Will furnish references.
establish new bicycle dealerBaby's car seat, $3.00. Platform- bedroom, with formal
1307 Overbey, Murray, Ky
and Pride
hour
service. Phone Handyman,753-5827. May
emergency
ships. First time offered in this
spring action horse, $3.00. Phone area. Call 753-6079, 753-9912, 753or
one
FURNISHED
NEATLY
dealer.
M1
Myers
Authorized
753-3623.
or
5086
Phone
In10C
training.
A28C
area. Full factory
Pay commensurate with
753-4783, after 5:00 p.m.
two bedroom apartment, located
May 31C
FREE BOOT give away, every 753-5543.
vestment $2,700 to 68,000. Call 317experience and ability
be
May
Street.
13th
South
100
Friday ( women's, men's or
AUTOS FOR SALE
M3C
662-3904.
CASE 222-12 H.P. garden-lawn
seen at Kelly's Pest Control. A28C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
tractor with 44" mower, used
Western Store and Shoe Repair. FOR ALL your additions- FORD VAN, 1963. Good cononly one season. Excellent
M2C EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
753-4953
"Woo. Phone 489-2626•
condition, $1,050.00. Case dump COUNTRY LOTS for sale. Call Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC remodeling, residential or (
air conditioned, color T.V. water
Standard Oil is looking for
your
or
753-8061
Harris
Sam
Free
catcher,
old.
or
New
grass
commercial.
,cart, $95.00. Case
Deposit
ambitious, capable men
May 24C
PICKUr-1970, and gas furnished.
TEC CHEVROLET
estimates. Call 753-6123.
used very little, $85.00. Snoco tilt realtor.
Phone 753-7358.
WANTED SHORT order cook,
who want to be their own
Custom 10. Power and air, local required.
trailer with 12" wheels, lights, 103
If You
M2C
ACRES (land and trees).
4:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon or 12:00
chance
your
is
Here
boss!
753Phone
miles.
Low
$60.00.
owner.
one
trailer,
$275.00. 6'x8'
Back adjoins the Kentucky Lake,
noon to 8:00 p.m. at Irvin Cobb
to make good money and to
A28C
ROY's LOCKSMITH Service. 5742.
Fancy dog house, $30.00. Phone
on
Resort. Phone 436-5811.
A30C
build a sound future, as
A28C front has black top frontage
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TWO-HOUSE trailers. Olie with
753-4874.
Highway, 1364. For more inPlease Phone
an independent dealer with
BUICK ELECTRA 1972, full air conditioning. On water front
formation phone 1-502-354a leading growth company.
JERRY'S REFINISHING & power, air conditioning, stereo lots in Blood Rixer Subdivision.
Your
BEDROOM DRAPERIES and 8604.
A3OP
WANTED BABY-SITTER, five
In Murray we have a
clean
extra
tires,
tape,
A30C
miles
idial
6
Furniture
Built
Phone
436-2427!•
Custom
condition.
bedspread. Excellent
week. Phone 436-2295. A30C
days
East
203
at
location
vacant
A28C
Carrier
641.
Hwy.
Paper
Phone
on
53-5532.
Murray
of
South
A28C IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
Phone 753-5544.
Main Street for Lease. You
MOBILE HOME, 10'x52', two
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492brick home,carpeted, three large
immediate
an
get
TFC CHEVY II SS-1969, new L.T.I. 35( bedrooms, all electric. Can be
8837.
bedrooms, living room, den,
or
Park
while
Trailer
salary
seen
guaranteed
Hale's
at
•
If No Results:
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
cubic inch engine, posi track 48e
M1C
tone 474-7257.
training, Management
Career
tow
paint,
new
speed,
4
▪
end,
rear
variety of pistols. Buy now while two baths, double garage with
•
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Phone
couriciling is also Provided
you can still get them at storage room, patio, central heat
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South bar, and hubs, one set of M & H
by Standard Oil. A broad
Opportunity
GARAGE APARTMENT, Mirreasonable prices. Country Boy and air, nice lot. Shown by ap13th „Street, "Every day you 9.0-29.5-15 slicks. Phone Paris,
•
benefits program is also
air conditioned, wall to
nished,
9:00
between
642-0445
Tennessee
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles pointment only. Phone 753-8742
lets bugs have their
available.
: Selling our product
Before 5:00 p.m., ilelay
M 1 F wall carpeting electric dishM3C
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 after 5:00p.m.
TF(. a.m. and 1000 p m
way."
Call
Details
For
No
g Looking for men who have
only.
couple
Married
washer.
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Then
Mr. Paul Dailey
the ability to sell and work
•
AMC BY OWNER new brick three
NOVA 1969, red two door coupe children or pets. Available May I.
•
p.m.
Phone-753-2432
up to management in a
M1C
brush
and
•
trash
DO
WILL
753-1300.
and
Phone
p.m.
seen
be
5:30
After
Can
with
conditioning.
air
bedroom house with living room,
or
time.
short
Phone
rates.
Reasonable
hauling.
A3OP
at 110 North 9th.
VA LOANS, no down payment for kitchen and utility room, built-in
Mr. John Conlin
Until 6:30 p.m.
• Insurance men would be
TFC
753-6130.
•
SIX ROOM house, located 107
qualified veteran. 12 years to stove, stoim doors and windows.
Phone-821-7604
• good at this
South 12th, furnished. $103.00 per
pay. Drive on out almost .to Located '1612 Catalina Drive
•
PAINTING: Willie's Interior & 1971 TOYOTA uoroiia, 4 speed,
Ky.
Madisonville,
Call 753-1325
753-7278
•
753-4331.
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. $17,500.00. To see this house,
Free air conditioned,.up to 30 M.P.G. month. Phone
Painting.
Exterior
Night 527-9608
May 4C
Call
$1500.00.
condition,
Excellent
Bank financing on spot. Bill's phone 7524)675
'"" M2C
•
ALL PEOPLE who have estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00 436-5574.
A30C
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
a.m. to 4:00 p.m.or 753-7484, after
the
in
buried
relatives
friends
or
Ky.,
PEST
CONTROL
&Mine Highway, Paducah,
MI(' VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1963, 200 FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
bedroom-tri- Goshen Cemetery and are in- 4:00p.m.
A28C BY OWNER; four
NEEDED-RELIABLF: baby443-6150.
kitchen,
bathroom
room,
living
level house with central gas heat terested in its upkeep, please
miles on new engine. New paint,
FOR THE best in pest control sitter for 3 weeks beginning May
two
or
One
bath.
and
and
shower
well.
and air 2acres &land, good
new tires, new brakes, rebuilt
Mrs. Mary
Hours 7-00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.,
ssrtlee and termite contfrtt call
CREOSOTE POLES,'r to 25', Nine miles from Murray, five send contributions to
five days a week En.- further
This is 'FREE ESTTMATE on spectic front end. $495.00 or best offer. bedrooms. Zimmerman
Cur..
Ejterminating
Superior
and treated fence posts. Murray minutes from lake. Phone 436- Ray, Route I, Murray,Ky.
Apartmens, 753South 16th Street,
Call The Bug Doctor 753-0223 or
urgent as expenses of upkeep tank installation. Phone 753May 3C informationphone 753-3628. A27P
Lumber Company, 104 Maple 2205 after 5:30p.m.
6609
Ma 9C pany,753-7266.
7850.
TEC 753-8046
A28C have greatly increased.
-A28C
M3C
A28C
Street.
S.

•
•
•
•

•r

4-Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Rome
HoughtnBil

Cooking
Personnel

TRIANGLE INN

First

;

Miss Your Paper

753-1916

i

WANT TO BUY; used Boy Scout
uniforms size 12 and 16. Phone
A28C
753-7152 or 436-5338.

;
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Wounded Knee Seig
Claims Second Life
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D.
--tAP) -- The siege of Wounded
Knee has claimed its second
-1 life in three days.
Lawrence LaMont, 31, a Pine
Ridge Reservation resident,
was killed Friday in a gun
battle between federal officers
and American Indian Movement (AIM) forces that lasted

SATURDAY-APRIL 211,

_elg

)

sort out the Implications."
Acting FBI Director L. Patrick Gray resigned Friday after
reports that he destroyed papers of a convicted Watergate
conspirator.
Within two hours, Ruckelshaus was summoned to the
White House.
"He was unaware of what
this was to be," said Jack Conan', his personal spokesman.
Forty-five minutes later in a
brief news conference Ruckelshaus said he felt obliged to
accept the FBI assignment
temporarily and would press
the Watergate investigation onward, without favor.
Asked if Ruckelshaus accepted the FBI job without even
knowing whether it would force
him out of EPA, Conmy said,
"You've put your finger on it."

for several hours.
Interior Department spokesman Thomas Oxendine said LaMont was a member of AIM
forces firing on federal positions.
A cease-fire was called while
LaMont's body was removed,
and Oxendine said things had
been quiet on the perimeter
since AIM asked for the ceasefire.
AIM also claimed one of its
(Coetiened Iran Page 1)
members was wounded in the
maining in Holly Bluff, Miss., heavy exchange of gunfire; but
were advised by Civil Defense Oxendine, director of commuauthorities to evacuate before nications for the Bureau of Inrising backwaters of the Yazoo dian Affairs (WA), said the
River completely inundate government has been unable to
confirm that report.
them.
The worst, in terms of the exLaMont was an enrolled
panding floodwaters, is yet to member of the Oglala Sioux
come.
Tribe and a brother-in-law of
At St. Louis, the Mississippi tribal secretary Lloyd "Toby"
is expected to crest Sunday at Eagle Bull.
43.5 feet, more than 13 feet
LaMont's body was taken to
Continued from Page 1)
above flood stage.
a hospital in nearby Pine Ridge
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The river was at 43 feet to- Friday night. Oxendine said in 1920. This truck was a Model
right, seated, Jana Jones and Lezlee Bartbolomy, standing, Scott WI,,DM Shinners, and Harrell day and was pouring past the
AIM had requested that an am- "T" Ford, but no builder or
Bramley.
city at a rate of 900,000 cubic
price was mentioned.
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On January 7, 1921, J.W.
cording to the Army Corps of supporter to be killed in gun Steels was selected as Fire
Engineers. The normal rate is battles with federal officers Chief at a monthly salary of
50,000 cubic feet per second, the since militant Indians led by $10.00. Chief Steets served until
Corps said.
AEM occupied Wounded Knee the election of Harry Steed
If the Mississippi reaches its on Feb. 27. Frank Clearwater, December 7, 1922, at a salary of
expected crest on Sunday, the wounded April 17, died Wednes- $12.50 per month.
Corps predicts damage in MisRapid
On December 16, 1927, Mr.
souri and Illinois alone will
Oxendine said AIM forces A.G. Hughes was elected to fill
reach $150 million.
opened fire on all but one of the the position of Fire
Chief,
Downstream from St. LAWS, federal positions surrounding where he served for apthe battle of Kaskaskia Wand Wounded Knee Thursday night. proximately 20 years. At a City
was lost Friday. The Mis- The exchange of gunfire contin- Council meeting held on July 20,
sissippi smashed a 50-foot hole ued more than four hours, halt- 1928, bids were taken on a new
In a levee, putting the 9,600- ed and then resumed again ear- piece of fire fighting equipment.
acre land mass under about 16 ly Friday morning, Oxendine On October 13. 1928, the
feet of water. The island's 3,000 said.
American La France Company
residents were evacuated •
He said the shooting ended failed to comply with its conweek ago.
again after two hours when tract, so the contract was
In Louisiana, where an esti- AIM messaged that one of its awarded to the Segraves
mated 3,000 families are home- people bad been wounded. How- Corporation at a price of $7,500
less, the small town of Vick ever, Oxendine said, the firing and the old Model "T". This
was evacuated Friday as the resumed a sbxt time later siad truck was kept in service for 20
Red River endangered the com- continued - -until AIM report" years before it was retired and
munity.
LaNiont's death Friday after- sold.
Engineers at Nairn, south of noon.
On June 22, 1946, a 500-gallonNew Orleans, worked around , of the group but no one
per-minute fire apparatus was
ihs dock to construct a setback had been apprehended in con- purchased from the General
*see to back up a dike dam- nection with the firing.
Truck Company at a cost of
Laurie
McKinner,
Martha
to
right,
Murray
are,
School
left
High
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NEW OFFICERS of the
aged by the Mississippi on FriThe Oglala Sioux tribal presi- $4,222.15. Records show that on
Beatty, Lezlee Bartholomy, Barbara Kemper, and Sheila Watson.
day. A Corps spokesman dent, Richard Wilson, denied August 2, 1946, Mr. Harald
termed the situation serious.
that any members of the tribe Ogelsby was made Fire Chief to
In Arkansas, the Arkansas were firing on the village. replace Mr. Hughes. Chief
River fell below flood stage at Some residents of the reserva- Ogelaby served until October 3,
Little Rock as rains ended. But tion-, unhappy over failure of 1947, at which time he resigned,
the damage already has been the government to end the oc- and 9/.0. Spencer was elected
done. A farmers' union spokes. cupation, said earlier this week Fire Chief. Also, at this time,
man estimated that 50 per cent that they would take matters more men were added to the
of this year's cotton, soybean Into their hands and end the oc- Department. Bids, were taken
WASHINGTON( AP)- Since odds still appear to be against
and rice crops could not be sal- cupation if the government September 1, 19541, for a hook
The Murray High School
1934, U.S. citizens have been any permission in the near fuvaged.
didn't do it for them.
and ladder fire truck. This truck
forbidden by law to own or ture for private individuals in National Forensic League held
The National Weather Service
Meanwhile. AIM leader Rus- was to reduce fire insurance
Its
annual
awards
banquet
trade in gold as an investment. this country to operate freely in
had some encouraging words sell Means was arrested by classification from 7th Class to
Thursday evening at Perkins
For all that time varying num- the gold market.
for the flood-hit areas in a 30- FBI agents in Los Angeles Fri- 6th. This piece of equipment
trying
been
have
bers of them
Legislation to formalize the Pancake and Steak House.
day prediction that called for day after he failed to appear as was delivered September 7,
Coach Ron Beshear presented less than normal rainfall in the scheduled
to have the ban repealed.
second dollar devaluation carbefore U.S. District 1951, at a cost of $15,696.70.
Now, in the wake of two de- ried out during President Nix- awards and commended the upper Mississippi Valley. How- Court Judge
Andrew Rogue .at
On February 1, 1952, Paul Lee
valuations of the dollar, oppo- on's administration gave the club on the hard work and ever, the Weather Service said Deadwood,
S.D. His $25,000 was made Fire Chief to succeed
nents of the gold-ownership ban gold-ownership forces a chance cooperation during the yean He rainfall over the eastern third bond was
revoked, and a bench W.0.Spencer. Chief Lee served
may be closer than ever to to press their cause. Before the also praised the club for their of the nation should exceed nor- warrant was issued for
his ar- until January 1, 1953, at which
achieving their goal. But the Senate passed the devaluation victory at the regional tour- mal levels during the next 30 rest.
time Flavil Robertson was
nament.
bill, they succeeded in attachdays.
He had been freed on bond named Chief of the Murray Fire
ing an amendment repealing
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does
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rainfall
let
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after 11 charges were filed
Receiving awards for the
the gold-ownership ban as of evening were Harrel Bramley, throughout the Mississippi ba- against him during the Indian Department. Chief Robertson
served until October 8, 1970,
Dec. 31, 1973.
president's award and best sin, the crest has far to go be- occupation of Wounded Knee.
when he retired.
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-Thank you Calloway Countians for buying me a sehsai bus."
Bus driver Kathy Sykes, is taking a student into the Moray Day
Care Center at 704 Main Street. The 1972 Charity Ball proceeds
purchased the mini-bus to transport the 12 students. Gallieway
Countians have again been asked to support the lihntar.
Calloway County Comprehensive Carr Center by purchasing a
ticket to the Charity Ball, June 2.

Watergate . . .
climaxed a day that saw these
developments in the Watergate
affair:
-Gray, the acting FBI director who had already withdrawn
his nomination for permanent

Services Planned
At First Baptist
Church On Sunday
The First Baptist Church will
observe the ordinances of
baptism and The Lord's Supper
at the 6:30 p.m. services on
Sunday, April 29, with the
pastor, Rev. Richard E.
Walker, in charge.
Special music for the evening
service will be by the Adult
Choir, directed by W. Rudolph
Howard, minister of music.
They will sing "No One Ever
Cared For Me Like Jesus:' and
"These Holy Things." A duet
will be sung by Mike and Goria
Hudson.
At the 10:45 a.m. service,
Rev. Walker will be preaching,
with Miss Sandra Woods as
special soloist. The Adult Choir
will sing "Stand Up, Stand Up
for Jesus" and "God Is In His
Heaven." Glenn Grogan of 107
Williams will be the deacon of
the week.
Sunday School will be held at
9:30 a.m. Church Training will
be held at 7:30 p.m. following
the evening services, starting
Sunday.
Rev. Walker urges all persons
to note that services will be on
daylight saving time on Sunday.

(Cautioned from Page 1)
chief, quit "to preserve in both
image and fact the reputation,
the integrity and the effectiveness of the FBI." The resignation followed disclosure that he
destroyed documents from the
safe of convicted Watergate
conspirator E. Howard Hunt.
-Ehrlichman admitted being
present when the documents
were handed to Gray, but denied he ordered their destruction.
-Ehrlichman also acknowledged that he met with representatives of financier Robert
L. Vesco, who contributed $200,000 to the Nixon re-election
campaign. But he said he took
steps to keep Vesco associates
from claiming White House
support for a Lebanese bank
deal.
-The secretary of commerce
accepted -with regrets" the
sudden resignation of Jeb
Stuart Magruder, former deputy director of the Nixon campaign, who has become a central character in the Watergate
probe.
Haldeman and Ehrlichman
were along on the President's
publicized trip Friday with Sen.
John C. Stennis over the flood
area in west Mississippi. Reporters asked to meet with
them but they refused.
For the weekend the President was without his advisors
in the Catoctin Mountains, a favorite retreat in times of crisis.
He canceled a scheduled Saturday meeting with his economic
advisers.

The New York Times reported
that White House
counsel John Dean III has told
federal prosecutors he will not
testify on alleged wrongdoing
by Haldeman and Ehrlichinan
without being granted immunity from further prosecution.
The prosecutors and Dean
Dr. David Roos, minister of were not reached for comment.
the First Christian Church, will
The Times, quoting associspeak
on
the
subject, ates, also said that Ehrlichman
"Christian Faith and Honest and Haldeman's battle to retain
Doubt," at the 10:45 a.m. ser- their positions has delayed the
vices on Sunday, April 29, at the President's decision on what
church. His scripture will be steps to take.
from John 20:24-29.
In a broadcast interview in
The Chancel and Junior
Topeka. Kan.. Sen Robert V
Choirs, directed by Leonard
Dole said the two aides should
Whitrner, will sing the anthem,
resign because of the embar"Alleluia! Jesus Lives!"
Organist will be Miss Nancy rassment for the President and
his administration. The former
Luther and special guests will
Republican National Committee
be Mike Ryan, guitar, and John
chairman was one of many
Whitrner, bass. A baptismal
GOP congressmen clamoring
service will be held in the
for a quick resolution of the
morning service.
widening scandal.
Don McCord will be the
In announcing his resignaworship leader. Candle lighters
will be Gary Gassam and Victor tion. Gray called attention to
Marshall. Elders serving will be -serious allegations concerning
Gene Landolt and Frank certain acts of my own during
the ongoing Watergate investiWainscott.
Deacons and deaconesses gation that are now a matter
serving will be Henry Fulton, of public record "
Mrs. 0.13, Boone, Jr., Miss
Earlier, his homestate senaRebecca Dublin, B.D. Hall, Don tor and friend. Sen towel! P.
McCord, W.C. McKeel, William NVeicker. R -Conn • said Gray
Seale, Ken Sinclair, and Fred told hirr he detroyed two files
Wells. Greeters will be Mr. and given him by Dean and EhMrs. Benny Maddox and Mr. rlIciuna n
without knowing
and Mrs. Rupert Parks.
their contents

Dr. David Roos To
Speak Sunday At
Christian Church
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